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Introduction
In 1979 Salce [Sa] introduced the notion of cotorsion pairs. A pair (G,H) of classes of
abelian groups is called a cotorsion pair if G andH are maximal with respect to the property
that Ext(G,H) = 0 for all G ∈ G and H ∈ H. A cotorsion pair (G,H) is called generated
by a class A of abelian groups if (⊥(A⊥),A⊥) = (G,H), where A⊥ = {X|Ext(A,X) = 0
for all A ∈ A} and ⊥A = {Y |Ext(Y,A) = 0 for all A ∈ A}. Likewise, a cotorsion pair
(G,H) is called cogenerated by a class A of abelian groups if (⊥A, (⊥A)⊥) = (G,H). A
partial ordering of the cotorsion pairs is defined by (G,H) ≤ (G′,H′) iff G ⊆ G′ for two
cotorsion pairs (G,H) and (G′,H′). Salce defined the ordering conversely ((G,H) ≤ (G′,H′)
iff G′ ⊆ G) but, of course, his results hold mutatis mutandis for this ordering. He showed
that the cotorsion pairs form a complete lattice and he proved that every cotorsion pair
has enough projectives if and only if it has enough injectives. Moreover, he showed that
there is a bijection from the set of all cotorsion pairs between the classical cotorsion pair
(the pair generated by Q) and the maximal one (the pair generated by the class of all
abelian groups) to the power set of the set of all primes. Salce started a characterization of
the groups A such that Ext(R,A) = 0 for a rational group R ⊆ Q. With the help of these
results Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis [GSW] showed that the sublattice of all cotorsion pairs
singly generated by a rational group is isomorphic to the lattice of all types in the sense of
Baer [B], i.e. isomorphism classes of rank 1 groups. Furthermore, they proved that there
is an embedding from any power set into the lattice of all cotorsion pairs. Hence there are
ascending and descending chains as well as anti–chains of arbitrary length in the lattice of
all cotorsion pairs. For the proof of this embedding Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis used an
important result due to Eklof and Trlifaj [ET]. For every module B over any ring Eklof
and Trlifaj constructed a related module A such that Ext(B,A) = 0. This construction
can also be used to obtain splitters, i.e. modules A such that Ext(A,A) = 0. With the
help of these results Bican, El Bashir and Enochs [BEE] proved the flat cover conjecture,
namely that every module has a flat cover. This question had been open for a long time.
In Chapter 3 we will transfer these results to the functor Bext. The functor Bext is
defined as a subfunctor of Ext, where the group Bext(C,A) is the subgroup of Ext(C,A)
that consists of all balanced–exact sequences
0→ A→ B → C → 0.
Balanced–exact sequences of arbitrary abelian groups were defined by Hunter [Hu] in 1976.
Hunter characterized the balanced–injective groups and the balanced–projective groups. A
group G is balanced–injective if and only if it is pure–injective. The torsion–free balanced–
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projective groups are exactly the completely decomposable groups. Moreover, he showed
that there are enough balanced–projectives but not enough balanced–injectives, i.e. every
group G is an epimorphic image of a balanced–projective group with balanced kernel but
not every group can be embedded as a balanced subgroup into a balanced–injective group.
We will present the most important steps of Hunter’s proof in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
The functor Bext plays an important role in the theory of Butler groups. The definition
of Butler groups of finite rank goes back to M. C. R. Butler [B] in 1965, who defined
them as pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups of finite rank. Bican and
Salce [BS] showed in 1983 that a torsion–free group G of finite rank is Butler if and only if
Bext(G,T ) = 0 for all torsion groups T . This led them to one of the possible generalizations
of Butler groups to groups of arbitrary rank. A torsion–free group G of arbitrary rank is
called a B1–group if Bext(G,T ) = 0 for all torsion groups T . Bican and Salce also gave
another possible generalization of Butler groups, the B2–groups. A torsion–free group G is
called a B2–group if there is a continuous well–ordered ascending chain of pure subgroups
0 = G0 < G1 < · · · < Gκ = G =
⋃
α<κ
Gα
such that for all α < κ the quotient Gα+1/Gα is of rank 1 and Gα+1 = Bα +Gα for some
finite rank Butler group Bα. They proved that every B2–group is a B1–group and that for
countable groups C these two definitions coincide. The answer to the question if the classes
of B1–groups and B2–groups coincide depends on the underlying set theory. In [FM] Fuchs
and Magidor showed that in Go¨del’s universe L every B1–group is a B2–group and hence
both classes are the same. Using Cohen forcing Shelah and Stru¨ngmann [SS] constructed
in 2003 a model of set theory in which a B1–group exists that is not a B2–group.
In Section 2.4 we will transfer the results of Eklof and Trlifaj for Ext to Bext and use them
to construct groups A such that Bext(A,A) = 0 but Ext(A,A) 6= 0. Especially, we will
construct a B1–group A such that Bext(A,A) = 0 but Ext(A,A) 6= 0.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the cotorsion pairs for Bext, called B–cotorsion pairs. In analogy
to Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis [GSW] we will show that every power set can be embedded
into the lattice of all B–cotorsion pairs. Hence there exist ascending and descending chains
as well as anti–chains of arbitrary length in the lattice of all B–cotorsion pairs. In Section
3.2 we investigate the B–cotorsion pairs cogenerated by a rational group. Bican and Fuchs
[BF] have called a torsion–free group A an R–group if Bext(A,R) = 0 for a rational
group R. We will use their results on R–groups to show that all B–cotorsion pairs singly
cogenerated by a rational group are incomparable. This led to the question which groups
A satisfy Ext(A,R) = 0 for a rational group R. Since the case R = Z yields the Whitehead
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groups, we call such groups A R–Whitehead groups. In 1952 Whitehead asked the famous
question if every group A which satisfies Ext(A,Z) = 0 is free. Shelah [Sh1] showed in
1974 that Whitehead’s problem is undecidable in ZFC. He proved that assuming V = L
all Whitehead groups of cardinality < ℵω1 are free. In contrast to that he constructed
a non–free Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 assuming Martin’s axiom and 2ℵ0 > ℵ1.
One year later Shelah [Sh2] showed that assuming V = L every Whitehead group is free.
In 1980 Shelah [Sh3] translated Whitehead’s problem into a combinatorial problem. He
proved that there is a non–free Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there is
a ladder system on a stationary subset of ω1 which satisfies 2–uniformization. The results
for R–Whitehead groups are similar. If we assume V = L, then every torsion–free R–
Whitehead group A is R0–free, i.e. the R0–module A ⊗ R0 is free (here R0 denotes the
nucleus of R). In Section 4.4 we show that there is a non–R0–free R–Whitehead group of
cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there is a ladder system on a stationary subset of ω1 which
satisfies 2–uniformization. This shows that in any model of set theory there is a non–free
Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there is a non–R0–free R–Whitehead
group of cardinality ℵ1.
List of symbols
Let A and C be arbitrary abelian groups, x ∈ A, R a rational group, G a torsion–free
group and g ∈ G. Moreover, let p be a prime, S a set, κ an ordinal, f a function, U a
p–indicator, τ a type and M a height matrix.
ORD class of all ordinals
LORD class of all limit ordinals
CARD class of all cardinals
ω first infinite ordinal
ω1 first uncountable ordinal
ℵ0 first infinite cardinal
ℵ1 first uncountable cardinal
cf(κ) cofinality of κ
|S| cardinality of S
P(S) power set of S
S˜ equivalence class of S
Π set of all primes
ΠR set of all primes which divide R
ΠR0 = Π\ΠR
R0 largest idempotent type less than or equal to R (nucleus)
R(p) rational group isomorphic to R with p does not divide 1 in R(p)
f−1[A] the pre–image of A under f
rk(G) rank of G = dimQ(Q⊗G)
rkp(A) p–rank of A
〈x〉G subgroup generated by x in G
D(A) maximal divisible subgroup of A
Ar complementary summand of D(A) in A (not unique)
T(A) torsion part of A
Tp(A) p–torsion part of A
A[n] all elements a ∈ A such that na = 0
hAp (x) p–height of x in A
UAp (x) p–indicator of x in A
HA(x) height–sequence of x in A
HA(x) height–matrix of x in A
tG(g) type of g in G
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List of symbols 7
t(R) type of R = type of 1 in R
χG(g) characteristic of g in G
A(U) all elements of A with p–indicator ≥ U
A(M) all elements of A with height matrix ≥M
A(τ) all elements of A of type ≥ τ
Hom(C,A) group of homomorphisms from C to A
Ext(C,A) group of extensions of A by C
Bext(C,A) group of balanced extensions of A by C

1 Preliminaries
In the following let A,B and C be groups. All groups under consideration will be abelian.
Denote the class of ordinals by ORD, the class of limit ordinals by LORD and the class of
cardinals by CARD.
For a prime p and an ordinal σ we define the subgroup pσA of A inductively.
p0A = A, pσA = p(pαA) if σ = α+ 1 and pσA =
⋂
α<σ
pαA if σ ∈ LORD
For every a ∈ A there is a unique ordinal σ such that a ∈ pσA\pσ+1A or a ∈ pαA for all
α ∈ ORD. In the first case let hAp (a) = σ, in the second case hAp (a) = ∞. hAp (a) is called
the p–height of a in A. The sequence of p–heights
HA(a) = (hAp (a))p∈Π
is called height sequence of a in A. For torsion–free groups A it is also called the charac-
teristic of a in A and denoted by χA(a).
The sequence UAp (a) = (hAp (pka))k∈ω is called the p–indicator of a in A.
We define the height matrix HA(a) of a in A as the matrix which first column is the height
sequence of a and which rows are the corresponding p–indicators of a.
For a given p–indicator U and a given height matrix M we define the subgroups A(U)
and A(M) of A as the subgroups which contain all elements a with UAp (a) ≥ U resp.
HA(a) ≥M . Here the relation ≤ is defined componentwise.
1.1 Torsion–free groups of rank 1
For torsion–free groups A the p–height in A of an element a ∈ A is a natural number or
∞. We say that two characteristics are equivalent if they differ only in finitely many finite
entries. Such an equivalence class of characteristics is called type. If the characteristic of a
belongs to the type t, then we say that a is of type t in A and write tA(a) = t. In analogy
to the above definitions we define A(t) to be the set of all elements in A of type ≥ t, where
the relation ≤ on types is induced by the relation ≤ on the characteristics. A torsion–free
group A in which all the elements are of the same type is called homogeneous.
We know that every torsion–free group of rank 1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of the
rationals. Therefore, these groups are called rational groups. We can associate a type t to
every rank 1 group R, where t is the type of all non–zero elements in R. It is well–known
that two rank 1 groups are isomorphic if and only if they are of the same type.
We call a type t idempotent if there exists a characteristic c ∈ t such that c has only 0
9
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and ∞ as entries. For a rational group R we will denote the largest subgroup of R of
idempotent type by R0. In fact, R0 ∼= End(R). We will denote the set of all primes p
which divide R by ΠR and its complement Π\ΠR by ΠR0 . We will skip the index R if the
group is obvious from the context.
R0 is a principal ideal domain (PID) and if C is a torsion–free group, then C ⊗ R0 is a
torsion–free R0–module.
Lemma 1.1.1. Let B and C be torsion–free groups. Every homomorphism Φ : B → C⊗R0
extends uniquely to a homomorphism Φˆ : B ⊗R0 → C ⊗R0.
Proof.
There is a unique extension Φˆ : B ⊗ R0 → C ⊗ Q. Φˆ induces a map ψ : (B ⊗ R0)/B →
(C ⊗Q)/(C ⊗R0) where both groups are torsion. While (B ⊗R0)/B contains only non–
trivial p–components for p ∈ ΠR, (C ⊗Q)/(C ⊗R0) contains no non–trivial p–component
for p ∈ ΠR. Hence ψ = 0 and (B ⊗R0)Φˆ ⊆ C ⊗R0.
Lemma 1.1.2. Let
X - C
?
α
?
Y
β - C ⊗R0
be a pullback diagram where X and C are torsion–free groups, Y is a torsion–free R0–
module and α is the canonical embedding of C into C ⊗R0. Then Y ∼= X ⊗R0.
Proof.
Since X is constructed as a pullback, X = {(c, y)|cα = yβ}. We define ϕ : X⊗R0 → Y by
(c, y)⊗ r0 7→ r0y. Then ϕ is well–defined and a homomorphism. It is easy to check that ϕ
is also an isomorphism.
Lemma 1.1.3. Let C be a torsion–free group. Then ExtZ(C,R) = 0 if and only if
ExtR0(C ⊗R0, R) = 0.
Proof.
First assume that ExtR0(C ⊗R0, R) = 0 and that the sequence
0→ R α→ X δ→ C → 0
is exact. Then the following diagram
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0 -R α - X δ - C - 0
idR
?
γ
? ?
0 -R α
′ -X ⊗R0 δ′ - C ⊗R0 - 0
commutes. Here α′ = α⊗ idR0 and δ′ = δ ⊗ idR0 . Since ExtR0(C ⊗ R0, R) = 0, there is a
homomorphism ψ : X ⊗R0 → R such that α′ψ = idR. Hence, αγψ = idR and, because it
was an arbitrary sequence, ExtZ(C,R) = 0.
Now assume that ExtZ(C,R) = 0 and
0→ R→ Y δˆ→ C ⊗R0 → 0
is an exact sequence of R0–modules. Then the diagram
0 -R -X δ - C - 0
idR
? ? ?
0 -R - Y δˆ - C ⊗R0 - 0
where X is constructed as pullback, commutes and both rows are exact. In Lemma 1.1.2
we have shown that Y ∼= X ⊗R0. Since ExtZ(C,R) = 0, the upper row splits and there is
a homomorphism Φ : C → X ⊆ X ⊗ R0 such that Φδ = idC . By Lemma 1.1.1 Φ can be
extended to Φˆ : C ⊗ R0 → X ⊗ R0 ∼= Y . Then Φˆδˆ = idC⊗R0 , i.e. the second row splits.
Therefore, ExtR0(C ⊗R0, R) = 0.
Later we will often use the relationship between C as abelian group and C ⊗ R0 as R0–
module.
An important generalization of the rank 1 groups are the completely decomposable groups.
Definition 1.1.4. A torsion–free group C is called completely decomposable if it is a direct
sum of rank 1 groups.
Lemma 1.1.5. Direct summands of completely decomposable groups are completely de-
composable.
Proof. See [F2, Theorem 86.7].
If we replace direct summand by pure subgroup, this result turns out to be false. There are
pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups which are not completely decomposable
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(for an example see [A, Example 4.1]). Therefore, we have the following definition which
goes back to Butler [B].
Definition 1.1.6. A torsion–free group C of finite rank is called Butler group if it satisfies
one of the following two equivalent conditions.
(a) C is a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group of finite rank;
(b) C is an epimorphic image of a completely decomposable group of finite rank.
Lemma 1.1.7. Let C be a homogeneous finite rank Butler group. Then C is completely
decomposable.
Proof. For the proof see [A, Corollary 4.5].
There are two possible generalizations of Butler groups of finite rank to groups of arbitrary
rank. Bican and Salce [BS] have introduced them in 1983. For the first definition, the
definition of B1–groups, we need the functor Bext, which will be introduced in Chapter 2.
For the sake of completeness we will, nevertheless, give the definition of B1–groups here.
Definition 1.1.8. Let C be a torsion–free group of arbitrary rank.
(a) C is called a B1–group if Bext(C, T ) = 0 for all torsion groups T .
(b) C is called a B2–group if there is a continuous well–ordered ascending chain of pure
subgroups
0 = C0 < C1 < · · · < Cκ = C =
⋃
α<κ
Cα
such that for all α < κ the quotient Cα+1/Cα is of rank 1 and Cα+1 = Bα + Cα for
some finite rank Butler group Bα.
Bican and Salce [BS] showed that every B2–group is a B1–group and that for countable
groups C these two definitions are equivalent. The answer to the question if all B1–groups
of arbitrary rank are also B2–groups depends on set theory. In [FM], Fuchs and Magidor
proved that in Go¨del’s universe L every B1–group is a B2–group and hence both classes
coincide. 2003 Shelah and Stru¨ngmann [SS] constructed a model of set theory in which a
B1–group exists that is not a B2–group.
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1.2 Algebraically compact groups and their relatives
We will need the following important classes of abelian groups.
Definition 1.2.1. Let A be an abelian group.
(a) A is cotorsion if Ext(C,A) = 0 for all torsion–free groups C.
(b) A is called algebraically compact if A is a direct summand in every group C that
contains A as a pure subgroup.
(c) A torsion group T is called torsion–complete if T is the torsion part of an algebraically
compact group.
Obviously, the algebraically compact groups are exactly the pure–injective groups, i.e. for
every pure–exact sequence
0→ B α→ X → C → 0
and every homomorphism ϕ : B → A with A algebraically compact there exists a homo-
morphism ψ : X → A such that αψ = ϕ.
0 -B α -X - C - 0
?
ϕ





+
ψ
A
Moreover, every algebraically compact group is cotorsion.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let B be a reduced group and A a subgroup of B.
(a) If B is cotorsion, then a subgroup A of B is cotorsion if and only if B/A is reduced.
(b) If B is algebraically compact and
⋂
n<ω
n(B/A) = 0, then A is algebraically compact.
Proof. See [F1, 54.(B)] and [F1, 39.2].
Lemma 1.2.3. Let T be a torsion–complete group. Then Ext(Q/Z, T ) is algebraically
compact.
Proof. This follows directly from [F1, Proposition 54.2] and [F2, Theorem 68.4].
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Lemma 1.2.4. Let C be a reduced cotorsion group and T its torsion part. Then there is
a direct decomposition C = A ⊕ B where A is torsion–free and algebraically compact and
B ∼= Ext(Q/Z, T ).
Proof. For the proof see [F1, Theorem 55.5].
This Lemma shows that every torsion–free cotorsion group B is algebraically compact.
By Corollary 40.4 of [F1] B contains a direct summand isomorphic to the rationals Q or
isomorphic to the p–adic integers Jp for some prime p. This leads to the following definition
of cotorsion–free groups.
Definition 1.2.5. Let B be a torsion–free group.
(a) B is called cotorsion–free if B does not contain a copy of the rationals Q or of the
p–adic integers Jp for any prime p.
(b) B is called ultra–cotorsion–free if any subgroup A of B with |A| = |B| and B/A
cotorsion–free, equals B.
1.3 Balanced subgroups
Fuchs [F2] defined balanced subgroups and balanced–exact sequences for abelian p–groups
and torsion–free abelian groups. First we will concentrate on p–groups.
Definition 1.3.1. Let A ⊆ B be p–groups.
(a) A is called a nice subgroup of B, if for every coset b + A of B/A there exists some
a ∈ A such that hBp (a+ b) = hB/Ap (b+A).
(b) A is isotype in B if
pσA = pσB ∩A
for every ordinal σ.
(c) We call A balanced in B if A is a nice and isotype subgroup of B.
An easy example for a balanced subgroup is a direct summand. For non–trivial examples
see [F2, Chapter 80].
Obviously, we call an exact sequence of p–groups
0→ A α→ B → C → 0
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balanced if Aα is balanced in B.
In the following we will always identify A with the subgroup Aα of B.
Lemma 1.3.2. Let
0→ A→ B β→ C → 0
be an exact sequence of p–groups.
Then A is a balanced subgroup of B if and only if (pσB[p])β = pσC[p] for all ordinals σ.
Proof. See [F2, Lemma 80.2].
Later we will need the following Lemma on nice subgroups.
Lemma 1.3.3. Let A and C be subgroups of a p–group B such that C ⊆ A ⊆ B. Then
the following hold.
(a) If A is nice in B, then A/C is nice in B/C.
(b) If C is nice in B and A/C is nice in B/C, then A is nice in B.
Proof. See [F2, Lemma 79.3].
We can also characterize balanced subgroups using short exact sequences.
Lemma 1.3.4. Let A ⊆ B be p–groups. A is balanced in B iff the exact sequence
0→ A→ B β→ C → 0 (1)
implies the exactness of
0→ pσA→ pσB β
′
→ pσC → 0
for every ordinal σ.
Proof.
To prove this Lemma we will show that
(a) A is isotype in B iff (1) implies the exactness of
0→ pσA→ pσB β
′
→ pσC
(b) A is nice in B if and only if pσ(B/A) = (pσB +A)/A for every σ ∈ ORD.
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Obviously (b) is equivalent to the statement that the homomorphism β′ : pσB → pσC
induced by β is surjective.
Proof of (a). Assume that A is isotype in B. Clearly pσA ⊆ pσB. Hence it remains to
show that pσA is the kernel of the map pσB
β′→ pσC. Since β′ is induced by β, its kernel
is A ∩ pσB = pσA.
For the other direction assume that
0→ pσA→ pσB β
′
→ pσC
is exact. Then x ∈ pσA = Kerβ′ if and only if x ∈ pσB ∩ Kerβ = pσB ∩ A and hence
pσA = pσB ∩A.
Proof of (b). For every subgroup A of B holds pσ(B/A) ⊇ (pσB + A)/A, since pσ(B/A)
contains all elements of height ≥ σ, while (pσB + A)/A is the image of pσB in B/A and
hence contains only elements of height ≥ σ.
A is nice in B if and only if every coset in pσ(B/A) can be represented by an element
of B that is of height ≥ σ, i.e. for every x + A ∈ pσ(B/A) exists an b ∈ pσB such that
b+A = x+A. Hence A is nice in B if and only if pσ(B/A) = (pσB +A)/A.
In the following we will denote by D(B) the maximal divisible subgroup of B. Then
D(B) is a direct summand of B. Hence there is a complementary summand Br such that
B = D(B) ⊕ Br and Br ∼= B/D(B). Note that this complement is not unique. If A is
a subgroup of B, then we will choose the complementary summands of D(A) and D(B)
such that Ar ⊆ Br.
Lemma 1.3.5. Let
0→ A→ B → C → 0 (2)
be a balanced–exact sequence of p–groups.
Then the sequence of the maximal divisible subgroups is exact, too.
0→ D(A)→ D(B)→ D(C)→ 0 (3)
Hence (2) is balanced–exact if and only if (3) and
0→ Ar → Br → Cr → 0 (4)
are balanced–exact.
Proof.
Assume that (2) is balanced–exact. Then D(A) = D(B)∩A and for every element c ∈ D(C)
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there is an element b ∈ B of infinite height which is mapped onto c. This shows that (3) is
balanced–exact whenever (2) is balanced–exact. Hence the following diagram commutes
0 0 0
? ? ?
0 -D(A) -D(B) -D(C) - 0
? ? ?
0 - A - B - C - 0
? ? ?
0 - Ar - Br - Cr - 0
? ? ?
0 0 0
and the exactness of the first two rows implies the exactness of the last row. It remains to
show that (4) is balanced. First we show isotypeness. Let x ∈ pσBr∩Ar ⊆ pσB∩A = pσA.
Then x ∈ pσA ∩ Ar = pσAr since Ar is balanced in A as a direct summand. To show
that Ar is nice in Br let x ∈ Cr. Since Cr is a direct summand of C, hCp (x) = hCrp (x).
The middle row of the above diagram is balanced, hence there is some b ∈ B such that
hBp (b) = h
C
p (x) = h
Cr
p (x) and h
Br
p (b) = h
B
p (b) = h
Cr
p (x), i.e. Ar is nice in Br.
Now assume that (3) and (4) are balanced–exact. Then (1) is exact as direct sum of
(3) and (4). Every element b ∈ B has a unique representation b = x + y such that
x ∈ D(B) and y ∈ Br. Now let b ∈ pσB ∩ A. Then x ∈ pσD(B) ∩D(A) = pσD(A) and
y ∈ pσBr ∩ Ar = pσAr. Hence b = x+ y ∈ pσA. In the same way one can show that A is
nice in B.
Definition 1.3.6. Let A be a p–group. Then the σ–th Ulm–Kaplansky invariant of A is
the cardinal number
fσ(A) = rkp((pσA)[p]/(pσ+1A)[p]).
Lemma 1.3.7. There exists a family of p–groups Hσ (σ ∈ ORD) such that
(a) H0 = 0;
(b) pσHσ+1 is cyclic of order p;
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(c) Hσ+1/pσHσ+1 ∼= Hσ;
(d) Hσ =
⊕
ρ<σ
Hρ if σ is a limit ordinal;
(e) every Ulm–Kaplansky invariant of Hσ is ≤ |σ|.
Hσ is called the generalized Pru¨fer group of length σ.
Proof. In [F2, below 81.5] these groups are constructed in an inductive process.
The following Lemma shows one of the important features of the generalized Pru¨fer groups
that we will need later on.
Lemma 1.3.8. Let A be a p–group and a ∈ (pσA)[pn]. Then there is a homomorphism
Φ : Hσ+n → A such that hΦ = a, where h is a generator of pσHσ+n.
Proof. See [F2, Lemma 81.7].
Definition 1.3.9. Let T be a p–group and
0 = N0 < N1 < · · · < Nκ = T
be a well–ordered strictly ascending chain of subgroups of T . This chain is called a nice
composition series for T if
(a) N0 = {0} and Nκ = T ;
(b) each Nλ is a nice subgroup of T ;
(c) Nλ+1/Nλ is countable for every λ < κ;
(d) Nλ =
⋃
α<λ
Nα if λ is a limit ordinal.
Definition 1.3.10. Let T be a reduced p–group. T is called totally projective if
pσ Ext(T/pσT,G) = {0}
for all ordinals σ and groups G.
There is a direct connection between the last two definitions.
Lemma 1.3.11. Let T be a reduced p–group. Then the following are equivalent.
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(a) T is totally projective;
(b) T has the projective property relative to all balanced–exact sequences of p–groups;
(c) T is a summand of a direct sum of generalized Pru¨fer groups;
(d) T has a nice composition series.
Proof. For the proof see [F2, Theorem 82.3].
This lemma and the preceding definitions naturally generalize to arbitrary torsion groups.
For the proof of the following proposition we will need some results on totally projective
groups and nice subgroups.
Lemma 1.3.12. Let A,B be p–groups and x ∈ A. Then the following hold.
(a) Every cyclic subgroup 〈x〉 of A is nice in A.
(b) If A is totally projective, then A/〈x〉 is totally projective, too.
(c) If C is a nice subgroup of A and A/C is totally projective, then every homomorphism
Φ : C → B, which does not decrease heights, can be extended to a homomorphism
from A to B.
Proof. For the proof see [He, Lemma I.2.4, Lemma I.2.11, Corollary I.2.14].
Proposition 1.3.13. Let
0→ A α→ B β→ C → 0
be a balanced–exact sequence of p–groups and U = (τ0, τ1, . . . ) an increasing sequence of
ordinals and ∞.
Then
0→ A(U)→ B(U)→ C(U)→ 0
is balanced–exact, too.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the groups A,B and C are reduced by
Lemma 1.3.5 since G(U) = Gr(U)⊕D(G) for every group G and every p–indicator U .
Now let c ∈ C(U) and o(c) = n. We want to construct a totally projective group T such
that there exists x ∈ T with UTp (x) = UCp (c) and a homomorphism Φ : T → C such that x
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is mapped onto c. We distinguish the two cases if the p–indicator of c has a gap or not.
If UCp (c) = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σn−1,∞, . . . ) has no gap (besides the gap following σn−1), let
T = Hσ0+n be the generalized Pru¨fer group of length σ0 + n. Lemma 1.3.8 shows that
there is a homomorphism Φ : T → C such that the generator h of pσ0Hσ0+n is mapped
onto c. Of course UTp (h) = UCp (c) holds. Hence choose x = h.
If UCp (c) = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σn−1,∞, . . . ) has more gaps than the trivial gap following σn−1, we
define T as a direct sum of generalized Pru¨fer groups. Let σi1 , . . . , σik = σn−1 be the k
entries which are followed by a gap. We set T1 := Hσ0+i1+1 and choose h1 as a generator
of pσ0Hσ0+i1+1. Then UT1p (h1) = (σ0, σ1, . . . , σi1 ,∞, . . . ). If there exists an ordinal γ2
such that γ2 + i1 + 1 = σi1+1, let T2 = Hγ2+i2+1 and h2 a generator of p
γ2Hγ2+i2+1.
Then UT2p (h2) = (γ2, γ2 + 1, . . . , γ2 + i1 + 1 = σi1+1, . . . , σi2 ,∞, . . . ). If there is no
such ordinal, let T2 = Hσi1+1+(i2−i1) and choose h˜2 a generator of p
σi1+1Hσi1+1+(i2−i1).
Since σi1+1 > σ0 + i1 + 1, there exists h2 ∈ pσ0Hσi1+1+(i2−i1) such that pi1+1h2 = h˜2.
Then UT2p (h2) = (α0, . . . , αi1 , σi1+1, . . . , σi2 ,∞, . . . ) with some ordinals α0, . . . , αi1 . Since
α0 ≥ σ0 and hence αj ≥ σj for all j ≤ i1, we have in both cases UT1⊕T2p (h1 + h2) =
(σ0, . . . , σi1 , σi1+1, . . . , σi2 ,∞, . . . ). We can proceed in this way and define T1, . . . , Tk and
h1, . . . , hk such that UTp (x) = UCp (c), where T =
k⊕
j=1
Tj and x =
k∑
j=1
hj . Of course, T is
totally projective as a direct sum of generalized Pru¨fer groups. Moreover, there is a homo-
morphism ϕ from 〈x〉 to C such that x is mapped onto c. By Lemma 1.3.12 we can extend
ϕ to a homomorphism Φ : T → C.
Now, we have the following situation.
T





+
ψ
?
φ
0 -A α -B β - C - 0
The map ψ : T → B exists because T is totally projective and hence has the projective
property relative to all balanced–exact sequences of p–groups by Lemma 1.3.11.
Our x is mapped onto some b = xψ such that bβ = c. On the one hand we have UBp (b) ≥
UTp (x) = UCp (c), but on the other hand UBp (b) ≤ UCp (c) and hence UBp (b) = UCp (c).
This construction can be applied to any c ∈ C(U) and therefore, β restricted to B(U) is
an epimorphism onto C(U). Moreover, the kernel of this epimorphism is nice in B(U). It
remains to show that A(U) = A ∩B(U) and that A(U) is isotype in B(U).
Of course, A(U) ⊆ A ∩ B(U). Let y ∈ A ∩ B(U). Then UBp (y) ≥ U = (τ0, τ1, . . . )
and hence y ∈ pτ0B ∩ A = pτ0A because A is isotype in B. In the same way we have
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pny ∈ pτnB ∩ A = pτnA for all n ∈ N. Hence UAp (y) ≥ U and y ∈ A(U). This implies that
the sequence
0→ A(U)→ B(U)→ C(U)→ 0
is exact.
We use induction to show that pσB(U) ∩ A(U) = pσA(U). Let σ = 1 and pb = x ∈
pB(U) ∩A(U). Then there exists a′ ∈ A(U) such that UC(U)p (b+A(U)) = UB(U)p (b− a′) ≥
UB(U)p (b). Since the groups are reduced, o(b − a′) = o(b + A(U)) = p and therefore,
x = pb = pa′ ∈ pA(U). The case where σ is a limit ordinal is clear, so assume σ = γ+1. Let
x ∈ pσB(U) ∩A(U). Then there exists y ∈ pγB(U) such that py = x. We have seen above
that there is a′ ∈ A(U) with UC(U)p (y+A(U)) = UB(U)p (y−a′) ≥ UB(U)p (y). The last inequal-
ity implies UB(U)p (a′) ≥ UB(U)p (y) and hence a′ ∈ pγB(U)∩A(U) = pγA(U) by the induction
hypothesis. Again all our groups are reduced, whence we have o(y−a′) = o(y+A(U)) = p.
Alltogether, x = py = pa′ ∈ pγ+1A(U) and we have shown that A(U) is balanced in
B(U).
In accordance to the definition of balanced subgroups for p–groups, Fuchs [F2] defined a
subgroup A of a torsion–free group B to be balanced if A is pure in B and for every coset
b+A of B/A with b /∈ A there exists some a ∈ A such that χB(b+ a) = χB/A(b+A).
He also characterized the torsion–free balanced–projectives.
Lemma 1.3.14. Completely decomposable groups have the projective property relative to
all balanced–exact sequences of torsion–free groups.
Proof. See [F2, Theorem 86.2].
Hunter [Hu] generalized the definition of balanced subgroups to arbitrary abelian groups.
With the help of Lemma 1.3.4 and Proposition 1.3.13 one can easily see that his definition
extends the definitions by Fuchs.
Definition 1.3.15. A short–exact sequence
0→ A α→ B → C → 0
is called balanced if the sequence
0→ A(M)→ B(M)→ C(M)→ 0
is exact for every height–matrix M . In this case we will also say that Aα is balanced in B.
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Remark 1.3.16. One can easily see that Lemma 1.3.5 holds also for arbitrary groups.
If
0→ A→ B → C → 0
is a balanced–exact sequence, then the sequence
0→ D(A)→ D(B)→ D(C)→ 0
of maximal divisible subgroups is exact and hence splits off, i.e. we can always assume
without loss of generality that A,B and C are reduced.
The next definition generalizes the notion of nice and isotype subgroups.
Definition 1.3.17. Let A ⊆ B.
(a) A is called H–nice in B if for every coset b+A of B/A with b /∈ A there exists some
a ∈ A such that HB(a+ b) = HB/A(b+ A). The element a+ b is called proper with
respect to A.
(b) A is p–isotype in B if
pσA = pσB ∩A
for every ordinal σ.
(c) A is called isotype in B if A is p–isotype in B for every prime p.
We will call a subgroup A of B p–nice if it satisfies the condition of Definition 1.3.1(a),
i.e. if for every coset b + A of B/A with b /∈ A there exists some a ∈ A such that
hBp (a + b) = h
B/A
p (b + A). Then a + b is called p–proper with respect to A. In the same
way we define A to be a p–balanced subgroup of B if A is p–isotype and p–nice in B.
Remark 1.3.18. Note that if A ⊆ B are p–groups and A is nice in B, A is not necessarily
H–nice in B.
For example let B = Z/9Z and A = 3B. Then A and B are 3–groups, A ⊆ B and
B/A ∼= Z/3Z. Moreover, A is a cyclic subgroup of B and by Lemma 1.3.12(a) nice in B.
To see that A is not H–nice in B, consider the element 1 + 3Z ∈ B/A. It is
hB/A3 (1 + 3Z) = 0 and h
B/A
3 (3(1 + 3Z)) =∞.
The inverse image of 1 + 3Z in B is the set {1 + 9Z, 4 + 9Z, 7 + 9Z}. We have
hB3 (1 + 9Z) = 0 and hB3 (3(1 + 9Z)) = 1,
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hB3 (4 + 9Z) = 0 and hB3 (3(4 + 9Z)) = 1,
hB3 (7 + 9Z) = 0 and hB3 (3(7 + 9Z)) = 1.
Hence there is no element in the inverse image of 1 + 3Z which has the same 3–indicator
as 1 + 3Z, i.e. A is not H–nice in B.
Proposition 1.3.13 shows that if a subgroup of a p–group is nice and isotype, then it is also
H–nice.
Lemma 1.3.19. Let A ⊆ B and Tp(B/A) = 0. Then A is p–isotype in B.
Proof.
We will show by induction that pσB ∩ A = pσA for all σ ∈ ORD. Let σ = 1 and
pb = a ∈ pB ∩ A. Then p(b + A) = 0 and since B/A has no p–torsion, b + A = 0. Hence
b ∈ A and a ∈ pA. If σ is a limit ordinal, there is nothing to show. Now assume that
σ = α+1. If a ∈ pσB∩A, we can write a = pb with b ∈ pαB. Then p(b+A) = 0 and hence
b+A = 0. It is b ∈ A∩pαB = pαA by induction hypothesis and therefore a = pb ∈ pσA.
This lemma implies directly
Corollary 1.3.20. The torsion part T(B) is always isotype in B.
There are several equivalent characterizations of balanced subgroups.
Lemma 1.3.21. Let A ⊆ B, B/A = C and β : B → C be the natural epimorphism. Then
the following are equivalent.
(a) A is balanced in B;
(b) A is isotype and H–nice in B;
(c) for every c ∈ C there is some b ∈ B such that bβ = c, HB(b) = HC(c) and o(b) = o(c);
(d) 0→ A/A(M)→ B/B(M)→ C/C(M)→ 0 is exact for every height–matrix M .
Proof.
(a) ⇔ (b). First we will show that β(M) : B(M) → C(M) is surjective for every height–
matrixM if and only if A is H–nice in B. Assume that β(M) is surjective for every height–
matrix M and let b+A ∈ B/A = C. Let N = HB/A(b+A). Then b+A ∈ C(N) and since
β(N) is surjective, there exists b′ ∈ B(N) such that b′ + A = b+ A and HB(b′) ≥ N . On
the other hand HB(b′) ≤ HB/A(b′ +A) = N and hence A is H–nice in B.
Now assume that A is H–nice in B and let b + A ∈ C(M) for some height–matrix M .
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Then HC(b + A) ≥ M and there exists b′ ∈ B such that b′ + A = b + A and HB(b′) =
HC(b+A) ≥M . Hence b′ ∈ B(M) and β(M) is surjective.
It remains to show that Ker(β(M)) = A(M) for all height–matrices M if and only if A
is isotype in B. Obviously, Ker(β(M)) = B(M) ∩ A for all M . It is B(M) ∩ A = A(M)
iff HB(a) ≥ M implies HA(a) ≥ M for every a ∈ A. Let σpk, p prime, k ≥ 0 denote
the entries of M . Then this is equivalent to hBp (p
ka) ≥ σpk implies hAp (pka) ≥ σpk, i.e.
pka ∈ pσpkB ∩ A if and only if pka ∈ pσpkA. Hence B(M) ∩ A = A(M) for all M is
equivalent to pσA = pσB ∩A for all ordinals σ, i.e. A is isotype in B.
(a)⇔ (d). The commutative diagram
0 0 0
? ? ?
0 - A(M) - B(M) - C(M) - 0
? ? ?
0 - A - B - C - 0
? ? ?
0 -A/A(M) -B/B(M) - C/C(M) - 0
? ? ?
0 0 0
has exact columns and exact middle row. Hence by the 3x3–lemma the first row is exact
if and only if the last row is exact.
(a) ⇒ (c). By Remark 1.3.16 we can assume that A,B and C are reduced since (c) is
trivially fulfilled for the sequence of divisible subgroups. We have already shown that if A
is balanced in B, then A is H–nice in B. Hence for every c ∈ C there exists some b ∈ B
such that bβ = b+A = c and HB(b) = HC(c). In a reduced group the order of an element
is uniquely determined by its height–matrix and therefore o(c) = o(b).
(c) ⇒ (b). We only have to show that A is isotype in B. We do this by induction on
σ ∈ ORD. If σ = 0, there is nothing to show. If σ is a limit ordinal,
pσA =
⋂
α<σ
pαA =
⋂
α<σ
(pαB ∩A) =
⋂
α<σ
pαB ∩A = pσB ∩A.
Now let σ = α+1 and let x ∈ pσB∩A. Then there is y ∈ pαB such that py = x. If y is also
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an element of A, we are done. Hence assume y /∈ A. Then o(y + A) = p. By assumption
there is z ∈ B such that z + A = y + A, o(z) = p and HB(z) = HC(y + A), especially
hBp (z) ≥ α and z ∈ pαB. Therefore, y − z ∈ A ∩ pαB = pαA and p(y − z) = py = x, i.e.
x ∈ pα+1A = pσA.
There is the following interesting corollary.
Corollary 1.3.22. If the group B is reduced, then a subgroup A is balanced in B if and
only if A is H–nice in B.
We will need the following basic results on balanced subgroups.
Lemma 1.3.23. Let A ⊆ B ⊆ C and B balanced in C. Then B/A is balanced in C/A.
Proof.
We have to show that B/A is H–nice and isotype in C/A. First let c + B ∈ C/B ∼=
(C/A)/(B/A). Since B is balanced in C, there is some b ∈ B such that HC(c + b) =
HC/B(c+ B). Hence HC/A(c+ b+ A) ≥ HC(c+ b) = HC/B(c+ B) and B/A is H–nice in
C/A.
To show isotypeness, let x + A ∈ pσ(C/A) ∩ B/A. Then there is some a ∈ A such that
x + a ∈ pσC ∩ B = pσB because B is isotype in C. Hence x + A ∈ (pσB + A)/A ⊆
pσ(B/A).
Lemma 1.3.24. Let A ⊆ B ⊆ C, A balanced in B and B balanced in C. Then A is
balanced in C.
Proof.
A is isotype in C since
pσA = A ∩ pσB = A ∩B ∩ pσC = A ∩ pσC.
To show H–niceness, let c+A ∈ C/A and HC/A(c+A) = (σpk)p,k. We distinguish the two
cases if c is in B or not. First let c ∈ B. Then c+A ∈ B/A and B/A is balanced in C/A
by Lemma 1.3.23. Hence
pk(c+A) ∈ pσpk(C/A) ∩B/A = pσpk(B/A)
for all p, k. Therefore, HB/A(c + A) = (σpk)p,k. Since A is balanced in B, there is a ∈ A
such that HB(c+ a) = (σpk)p,k. Then
HC(c+ a) ≥ HB(c+ a) = HC/A(c+A)
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and equality follows immediately.
Now assume that c /∈ B. Then HC/B(c + B) ≥ (σpk)p,k. Since B is balanced in C, there
is some b ∈ B such that HC/B(c+B) = HC(c+ b) and since B/A is balanced in C/A, by
Lemma 1.3.23 we have
HC/A(−b+A) = HB/A(−b+A) = (σpk)p,k.
Moreover, since A is balanced in B, there is a ∈ A such that
HB/A(−b+A) = HB(−b+ a) ≤ HC(−b+ a).
Hence
HC(a+ c) = HC(−b+ a+ b+ c) ≥ (σpk)p,k
and in both cases A is H–nice in C.
Lemma 1.3.25. Let I be an index set and Ai ⊆ Bi for all i ∈ I. Then
⊕
i∈I
Ai is balanced
in
⊕
i∈I
Bi if and only if Ai is balanced in Bi for every i ∈ I.
Proof.
This follows directly from the fact that x = (xi)i∈I ∈ pσ
⊕
i∈I
Bi if and only if xi ∈ pσBi for
every i ∈ I.
Lemma 1.3.26. Let (Aα)α<κ be a continuous ascending chain of abelian groups such that
Aα is balanced in Aα+1 for all α < κ. Then Aα is balanced in Aβ for all α < β < κ.
Proof.
Let α < κ. We will prove the Lemma by induction on β. By assumption Aα is balanced
in Aα+1. Now assume that Aα is balanced in Aγ for all α < γ < β.
If β = τ + 1, then Aα is balanced in Aτ and Aτ is balanced in Aβ . Hence Aα is balanced
in Aβ by Lemma 1.3.24.
Now let β be a limit ordinal. First we show that Aα is isotype in Aβ. Let x ∈ pσAα\pσ+1Aα.
Since Aα is isotype in Aγ for all α < γ < β, we also have x ∈ pσAγ\pσ+1Aγ for all γ < β.
Then x ∈ pσAβ\pσ+1Aβ and hence pσAα = pσAβ ∩Aα for all σ.
It remains to show that Aα is H–nice in Aβ. Let x + Aα ∈ Aβ/Aα =
⋃
α<γ<β
Aγ/Aα
and α < α0 = τ + 1 < β such that x ∈ Aα0\Aτ . Aα0/Aα is balanced and in particu-
lar isotype in Aγ/Aα for all α0 < γ < β by Lemma 1.3.23. Hence h
Aα0/Aα
p (x + Aα) =
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hAγ/Aαp (x + Aα) for all α0 < γ < β. Therefore, h
Aα0/Aα
p (x + Aα) = h
Aβ/Aα
p (x + Aα) and
HAα0/Aα(x+Aα) = HAβ/Aα(x+Aα). Since Aα is balanced in Aα0 , there is x˜ ∈ Aα0 ⊆ Aβ
such that HAα0 (x˜) = HAα0/Aα(x + Aα) = HAβ/Aα(x + Aα) and x˜ + Aα = x + Aα. Hence
HAβ (x˜) = HAβ/Aα(x+Aα) and Aα is H–nice in Aβ.
1.4 Basics of set theory
In this section we will recall the most basic set–theoretical notions, definitions and results
which we will need later. Recall that ORD denotes the class of all ordinals, LORD the
class of all limit ordinals and CARD the class of all cardinals.
Definition 1.4.1. Let κ be a limit ordinal and C and S subsets of κ.
(a) C is called closed in κ if for all Y ⊆ C with supY ∈ κ also supY ∈ C.
(b) C is called unbounded in κ if supC = κ.
(c) C is called a cub (in κ) if C is closed and unbounded in κ.
(d) S is called stationary in κ if S ∩ C 6= ∅ for every cub C.
We can define an equivalence relation on all subsets of κ. We say that S and S′ are
equivalent if there is a cub C in κ such that S ∩ C = S′ ∩ C and denote the equivalence
class of S by S˜.
Lemma 1.4.2. Let κ be a limit ordinal and λ < cf(κ). If
⋃{Xν : ν < λ} is stationary in
κ, then there exists ν < λ such that Xν is stationary in κ.
Proof. See [EM, Corollary II.4.5].
Lemma 1.4.3. Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal. Then every stationary subset E
of κ can be partitioned into κ disjoint stationary sets.
Proof. For the proof see [J, Theorem 85].
Let A be a set of cardinality ≤ κ. Then we call an indexed sequence {Aν : ν < κ} a
κ–filtration of A if for all ν < κ
(a) |Aν | < κ;
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(b) for all µ < ν is Aµ ⊆ Aν ;
(c) if ν ∈ LORD, then Aν =
⋃
µ<ν
Aµ;
(d) A =
⋃
ν<κ
Aν .
If {A′ν : ν < κ} is another κ–filtration of A, then C = {ν ∈ κ : Aν = A′ν} is a cub in κ (see
[EM, II.4.12]).
Definition 1.4.4. Let R be a principal ideal domain (PID) and M an R–module. Then
M is called κ–free if every submodule of cardinality < κ is free.
The following lemma, called Pontryagin’s criterion, is well–known.
Lemma 1.4.5. Let R be a PID and M an R–module. Then M is ℵ1–free iff every finite
rank submodule of M is free.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Theorem IV.2.3].
Naturally, the question arises, when a κ–free module is free. The following singular com-
pactness theorem treats the case of singular cardinals κ. It was first proved by Shelah in
1975 (see [Sh2]).
Lemma 1.4.6. Let κ be a singular cardinal and M a ≤ κ–generated module which is
κ–free. Then M is free.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Theorem IV.3.5].
In the case of regular cardinals κ the Γ–invariant of a κ–free module M is a useful tool to
decide whether M is free or not.
Definition 1.4.7. Let κ be a regular cardinal and M a κ–free, ≤ κ–generated module
over a PID. Moreover, let {Mν : ν < κ} be a κ–filtration of M . Let
E = {ν < κ : ∃ µ > ν such that Mµ/Mν is not free}
or, equivalently, E = {ν < κ :M/Mν is not κ–free}.
Then we call Γ(M) = E˜ the Γ–invariant of M .
In [EM, below Definition IV.1.6] it is shown that the Γ–invariant is really an invariant and
does not depend on the choice of the filtration of M .
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Lemma 1.4.8. Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal and M a ≤ κ–generated κ–free
module. Then M is free if and only if Γ(M) = 0.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Proposition IV.1.7].
2 The functor Bext
In this chapter we will investigate the functor Bext. In Section 1.3 we have recalled the
definition of balanced subgroups of p–groups and torsion–free groups as given by Fuchs [F2]
and its generalization for arbitrary groups by Hunter [Hu]. The balanced–exact sequences
form a proper class in the sense of Mac Lane [M]. They define a subfunctor Bext of Ext
and hence the full machinery of the relative homological algebra is available. Bican and
Salce [BS] have shown that the functor Bext plays an important role in the theory of Butler
groups. They proved that a finite rank torsion–free group G is a Butler group if and only
if Bext(G,T ) = 0 for all torsion groups T . This led to the definition of B1–groups as given
in Definition 1.1.8(a).
2.1 Balanced–exact sequences
Let E be a balanced extension of A by C. Then for all homomorphisms α : A → A′ and
γ : C ′ → C the extensions αE and Eγ are again balanced. Especially, every extension
E′ of A by C which is equivalent to E is balanced. Hence the extensions E of A by C
which are represented by balanced–exact sequences form a subgroup of Ext(C,A). We will
denote this subgroup by Bext1(C,A) and call it the group of balanced extensions of A by
C. Then Bext1( , ) is a subfunctor of Ext( , ).
Moreover, it follows that for a balanced–exact sequence
0→ A→ B → C → 0
the sequences
0→ Hom(C,G)→ Hom(B,G)→ Hom(A,G)→
Bext1(C,G)→ Bext1(B,G)→ Bext1(A,G)
and
0→ Hom(G,A)→ Hom(G,B)→ Hom(G,C)→
Bext1(G,A)→ Bext1(G,B)→ Bext1(G,C)
are exact, too.
In general these two long–exact sequences will continue with Bext2(C,G) resp. Bext2(G,A)
since these groups are not necessarily equal to zero as it is the case for Ext2( , ). In the
following we will only consider the group Bext1( , ) and therefore skip the index 1.
30
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Remark 2.1.1. By Remark 1.3.16
Bext(C,A) ∼= Bext(Cr, Ar),
i.e. we can always assume without loss of generality that C and A are reduced.
Lemma 2.1.2. If the sequence
0→ A→ B β→ C → 0
is balanced–exact, then
0→ T(A)→ T(B) β→ T(C)→ 0
is balanced–exact, too.
Proof.
First we show that the sequence of the torsion parts is exact. Since A is balanced in B,
for every c ∈ T(C) there is b ∈ B such that bβ = c and o(b) = o(c) by Lemma 1.3.21.
Hence b ∈ T(B) and the sequence is exact at T(C). The exactness at T(B) follows from
T(B) ∩A = T(A).
It remains to show that T(A) is balanced in T(B). Lemma 1.3.2 shows that this holds
if and only if (pσ T(B)[p])β = pσ T(C)[p] for all primes p and ordinals σ. The inclusion
”⊆” is obvious. Hence let x ∈ pσ T(C)[p] and choose b ∈ pσB such that bβ = x. Then
pb ∈ pσ+1B ∩ A = pσ+1A and pb = pa for some a ∈ pσA. Since T(B) is isotype in B by
Corollary 1.3.20, it follows that b−a ∈ pσ T(B)[p] and (b−a)β = bβ = x. Therefore, T(A)
is balanced in T(B).
With the help of the 3× 3–lemma we get the following
Corollary 2.1.3. Let C be a torsion group. Then Bext(C,T(A)) = 0 implies
Bext(C,A) = 0.
The question arises, which properties of Ext carry over to Bext. Two very useful properties
of Ext are
Ext(
⊕
i∈I
Ci, A) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Ext(Ci, A)
and
Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Ext(C,Ai)
for arbitrary groups A,C,Ai(i ∈ I), Ci(i ∈ I) and index set I.
The first isomorphism also holds for Bext.
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Lemma 2.1.4. Let I be an index set and A,Ci(i ∈ I) arbitrary groups. Then
Bext(
⊕
i∈I
Ci, A) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Bext(Ci, A).
Proof.
In Theorem 2.3.8 we will show that every group is a balanced epimorphic image of a
balanced–projective group. Hence there are balanced–exact sequences
0→ Ki → Bi → Ci → 0
where Bi is balanced–projective for every i ∈ I. By Lemma 1.3.25 the sequence
0→
⊕
i∈I
Ki →
⊕
i∈I
Bi →
⊕
i∈I
Ci → 0
is balanced–exact. Hence the diagram
Hom(
⊕
i∈I
Bi, A) - Hom(
⊕
i∈I
Ki, A) - Bext(
⊕
i∈I
Ci, A) → 0
∼=
?
∼=
?∏
i∈I
Hom(Bi, A) -
∏
i∈I
Hom(Ki, A) -
∏
i∈I
Bext(Ci, A)→ 0
commutes and therefore
Bext(
⊕
i∈I
Ci, A) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Bext(Ci, A)
holds.
Corollary 2.1.5. If C and A are torsion groups, then
Bext(C,A) ∼=
∏
p∈Π
Bext(Tp(C),Tp(A)).
Proof.
If C and A are torsion, then we have by Lemma 2.1.4
Bext(C,A) = Bext(
⊕
p∈Π
Tp(C),
⊕
q∈Π
Tq(A)) ∼=
∏
p∈Π
Bext(Tp(C),
⊕
q∈Π
Tq(A)).
The isomorphism shows that we can restrict ourselves to p–groups C. Then the sequence
0→
⊕
q∈Π
Tq(A)→ X → C → 0
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is balanced–exact if and only if
⊕
q∈Π\{p}
Tq(X) ∼=
⊕
q∈Π\{p}
Tq(A) and
0→ Tp(A)→ Tp(X)→ C → 0
is balanced–exact. Hence Bext(C,
⊕
q∈Π
Tq(A)) ∼= Bext(C,Tp(A)) for every p–group C.
The next proposition shows that the second of the above isomorphisms for Ext carries over
to Bext if C and Ai(i ∈ I) are torsion–free. For arbitrary abelian groups we have a weaker
result.
Proposition 2.1.6. Let I be an index set and C,Ai(i ∈ I) arbitrary groups. Then
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ⊆
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai).
If C and Ai(i ∈ I) are torsion–free, we even have
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai).
Proof.
Without loss of generality we can assume that Ai(i ∈ I) and C are reduced. This will
make the calculation a little bit easier.
We know that there is an isomorphism ψ : Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai)→
∏
i∈I
Ext(C,Ai). Since
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) is a subgroup of Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai), it is enough to show that every balanced–
exact sequence in Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) is mapped onto a balanced–exact sequence. Therefore, we
need to have a closer look at the isomorphism ψ. For every i let Di be the divisible hull of
Ai. Then
E˜i : 0→ Ai → Di → Di/Ai → 0
and
E˜ : 0→
∏
i∈I
Ai →
∏
i∈I
Di →
∏
i∈I
Di/Ai → 0
are exact (but not balanced).
Moreover, we know that the following diagram, where φ and ψ are isomorphisms, com-
mutes.
Hom(C,
∏
i∈I
Di/Ai) E˜∗ - Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) → 0
φ
?
ψ
?∏
i∈I
Hom(C,Di/Ai)
∏
E˜i∗ - ∏
i∈I
Ext(C,Ai)→ 0
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Hence for every sequence E in Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) there is a homomorphism
α : C → ∏
i∈I
Di/Ai such that E = E˜α.
E : 0→ ∏
i∈I
Ai - X
γ - C → 0
id
?
δ
?
α
?
E˜ : 0→ ∏
i∈I
Ai -
∏
i∈I
Di
β - ∏
i∈I
Di/Ai→ 0
Here X is constructed as pullback, i.e.
X = {(c, d)|c ∈ C, d ∈
∏
i∈I
Di, cα = dβ}
and γ and δ are the projections on the first, resp. second coordinate.
Since φ and ψ are isomorphisms, the following diagram with exact rows commutes for
every i ∈ I.
Ei : 0→Ai -Xi γi - C → 0
id
?
δi
?
αpii
?
E˜i : 0→Ai -Di βi -Di/Ai→ 0
Here pii denotes the projection onto the i–th coordinate. Again Xi is constructed as
pullback, i.e.
Xi = {(c, di)|c ∈ C, di ∈ Di, cαpii = diβi}
and γi and δi are the projections on the first, resp. second coordinate. Moreover, dβ =
(diβi)i∈I .
We show that if E is balanced, then Ei is balanced for all i ∈ I. This means that every
balanced–exact sequence in Ext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) is mapped onto a balanced–exact sequence by ψ.
Therefore, assume that
∏
i∈I
Ai is balanced in X. Since we have assumed that Ai and C are
reduced, it is enough to show that Ai is H–nice in Xi. Let c ∈ C. Then there is (c, d) ∈ X
such that
HC(c) = HX((c, d)) ≤ HXi((c, di)) ≤ HC(c)
for every i ∈ I. Hence Ai is balanced in Xi for all i ∈ I and we have shown that
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ⊆
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai).
Now assume that C and Ai are torsion–free for all i ∈ I. We will show that if Ai is
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balanced in Xi for all i ∈ I, then
∏
i∈I
Ai is balanced in X. Therefore, ψ restricted to Bext
is an isomorphism.
Let Ai be balanced in Xi for all i ∈ I. Again we only have to show that
∏
i∈I
Ai is H–
nice in X. Let c ∈ C. Then there exists (c, di) ∈ Xi with HXi((c, di)) = HC(c) for
all i ∈ I because Ai is H–nice in Xi for all i ∈ I. Let d = (di)i∈I . We show that
HX((c, d)) = HXi((c, di)) = HC(c). Let hCp (c) = n for some n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. First assume
that n ∈ N. Since C,Ai and hence Xi are torsion–free, there is exactly one (c˜, d˜i) ∈ Xi
such that pnc˜ = c and pnd˜i = di. Moreover, we have c˜αpii = d˜iβi. Let d˜ = (d˜i)i∈I .
Then (c˜, d˜) ∈ X and pn(c˜, d˜) = (c, d). A similar calculation shows that we get the same
result for n = ∞. Hence HX(c, d) = HC(c) and therefore, ∏
i∈I
Ai is H–nice in X. Thus
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai) for torsion–free groups C,Ai(i ∈ I).
Question. Does the isomorphism
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) ∼=
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai)
also hold for arbitrary groups C,Ai(i ∈ I) or are there groups C,Ai(i ∈ I) such that
Bext(C,
∏
i∈I
Ai) is properly contained (via ψ) in
∏
i∈I
Bext(C,Ai)?
2.2 Balanced–injective groups
We call a group A balanced–injective if it has the injective property relative to all balanced–
exact sequences of abelian groups, i.e. if for every balanced–exact sequence
0→ B α→ X → C → 0
and every homomorphism ϕ : B → A there exists a homomorphism ψ : X → A such that
αψ = ϕ.
0 -B α -X - C - 0
?
ϕ





+
ψ
A
Hunter [Hu] has characterized the groups A which have the injective property relative to
all balanced–exact sequences of abelian groups. In this section we will follow his proof and
show that the balanced–injective groups are exactly the pure–injective groups.
First we will consider sequences of torsion–free groups.
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let C be a torsion–free, homogeneous group of type Z. Then every short–
exact sequence
0→ A→ B β→ C → 0
is balanced.
Proof.
Since B/A ∼= C is torsion–free, Lemma 1.3.19 implies that A is isotype in B. By Lemma
1.3.21 it remains to show that A is H–nice in B. Let c ∈ C. C is homogeneous of type Z
and hence there exist c′ ∈ C and n ∈ N such that nc′ = c and χ(c′) = (0, . . . , 0, . . . ). For
every b ∈ B with bβ = c′ we have nbβ = c and hence χ(nb) = χ(c). Moreover, pkc = pknc′
implies that A is H–nice in B.
Now, we can characterize the groups which have the injective property relative to all
balanced–exact sequences of torsion–free groups.
Proposition 2.2.2. A group A has the injective property relative to all balanced–exact
sequences of torsion–free groups if and only if A is cotorsion.
Proof.
If A is cotorsion, then Ext(W,A) = 0 and hence Bext(W,A) = 0 for all torsion–free W .
Now assume that A has the injective property relative to all balanced–exact sequences
of torsion–free groups. Choose a cardinal κ ≥ |A| such that κℵ0 = 2κ. Note that such
a cardinal always exists, for example choose κ = lim{2|A|, 22|A| , . . . }. Let X = ∏
κ
Z and
Y =
⊕
κ
Z. Then |X| = ℵκ0 = 2κ and |Y | = κ. We denote the divisible part of X/Y by D
and the pre–image of D under the natural epimorphism from X onto X/Y by W . Note
that W is Z–homogeneous. Let {pk : k ∈ ω} be an enumeration of the set of all primes.
Take a countable subset {ai : i ∈ ω} of κ and let
i∏
j=1
pij be the entry in the ai–th coordinate
of an element x of X/Y . Then x ∈ D. There are κℵ0 almost disjoint countable subsets of
κ, so we have |D| = κℵ0 = 2κ and |W | = 2κ.
Let
0→ U → V →W → 0
be a free presentation ofW . We have shown in Lemma 2.2.1 that this sequence is balanced–
exact since W is Z–homogeneous. Moreover,
· · · → Hom(V,A) Φ→ Hom(U,A)→ Ext(W,A)→ Ext(V,A) = 0
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and
· · · → Hom(V,A) Φ→ Hom(U,A)→ Bext(W,A) = 0
are exact. Hence Φ is an epimorphism and Ext(W,A) = 0.
Assume that A is not cotorsion. Then Ext(Q, A) 6= 0. The exactness of the sequence
0→ Y →W →
⊕
2κ
Q→ 0
implies the exactness of
· · · → Hom(Y,A) ν→ Ext(
⊕
2κ
Q, A)→ Ext(W,A) = 0.
On the one hand |Hom(Y,A)| ≤ ∏
κ
|A| ≤ κκ = 2κ, on the other hand |Ext(⊕
2κ
Q, A)| =∏
2κ
|Ext(Q, A)| ≥ 22κ . This contradicts the fact that ν is an epimorphism. Hence A has to
be cotorsion.
The corresponding result for torsion groups was shown by Griffith.
Lemma 2.2.3. A reduced p–group G has the injective property relative to all balanced–
exact sequences of p–groups iff G is torsion–complete.
Proof. See [G, Theorem 3.6].
Now, we can characterize the balanced–injective groups.
Theorem 2.2.4. A group A is balanced–injective if and only if A is pure–injective.
Proof.
Since balanced subgroups are pure, every pure–injective group is balanced–injective. Let
A be balanced–injective. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is reduced.
By Proposition 2.2.2 A has to be cotorsion. Obviously T(A) is injective with respect to
all balanced–exact sequences of torsion groups. By Lemma 2.2.3 T(A) has to be torsion–
complete and by Lemma 1.2.4 there is a direct decomposition A = G ⊕ H where G is
algebraically compact and H ∼= Ext(Q/Z,T(A)). Then by Lemma 1.2.3 H and hence A is
algebraically compact, i.e. pure–injective.
There are not enough balanced–injectives, i.e. not every group can be embedded as a
balanced subgroup into a balanced–injective group. This follows directly from the next
lemma.
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Lemma 2.2.5. Every balanced subgroup of a balanced–injective group is itself balanced–
injective and hence a direct summand.
Proof.
Let A be a balanced subgroup of a balanced–injective group B. Without loss of generality
we may assume that A and B are reduced. Since B is balanced–injective, B is algebraically
compact by Theorem 2.2.4. Hence
⋂
n<ω
nB = 0. A is balanced and especially H–nice in
B, so we also have
⋂
n<ω
n(B/A) = 0. By Lemma 1.2.2(b) A is algebraically compact and
therefore, balanced–injective.
2.3 Balanced–projective groups
We call a group A balanced–projective if it has the projective property relative to all
balanced–exact sequences of abelian groups, i.e. if for every balanced–exact sequence
0→ B → X β→ C → 0
and every homomorphism ϕ : A→ C there exists a homomorphism ψ : A→ X such that
ψβ = ϕ.
A





+
ψ
?
ϕ
0 -B -X β - C - 0
Hunter [Hu] also characterized the balanced–projective groups. In this section we will only
show the most interesting steps of his proof.
Fuchs has shown in [F2, 81.9] that the balanced–projective groups relative to short–exact
sequences of torsion groups are exactly the totally projective groups. For the general case
we have to study groups A of torsion–free rank at most 1. Therefore, let a ∈ A be an
element of infinite order and T a torsion group such that
0→ 〈a〉 → A→ T → 0
is exact.
For a subgroup B of A and a prime p we define
A(p,B) := {a ∈ A : pka ∈ B for some k ≥ 0}.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let A have torsion–free rank 1 and a ∈ A be an element of infinite order.
Then 〈a〉 is p–nice in A(p, 〈a〉).
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Proof.
Let z + 〈a〉 ∈ A(p, 〈a〉)/ 〈a〉 and hp(z) = σ. Every element of the coset z + 〈a〉 can be
written as z + ka with k ∈ Z. If hp(ka) 6= hp(z) for all k ∈ Z, then hp(z + ka) =
min{hp(z),hp(ka)} ≤ σ for all k ∈ Z. Moreover, σ = hp(z) ≤ hp(z + 〈a〉) and hence
hp(z + 〈a〉) = σ = hp(z), i.e. z is p–proper with respect to 〈a〉.
Now assume that hp(z) = σ = hp(pna) for some n ∈ N0. We show that the set E = {hp(z+
kpna) : (k, p) = 1} is finite and hence contains a maximal element. If hp(z + k1pna) <
hp(z + k2pna) for k1, k2 ∈ Z and (k1, p) = 1 = (k2, p), then
hp(z + k1pna) = hp(z + k1pna− (z + k2pna)) = hp((k1 − k2)pna) = hp(pma)
for some m ≥ n. Since A(p, 〈a〉)/ 〈a〉 is p–torsion, there exists a positive integer r such
that prz = cpla and (c, p) = 1. We distinguish the two cases if l = n+ r or not.
First assume l 6= n+ r. Then
hp(z + kpna) ≤ hp(prz + kpn+ra) = hp(cpla+ kpn+ra)
= min{hp(pla),hp(pn+ra)}.
If hp(z + kpna) is not maximal in E, we have shown before that
hp(z + kpna) = hp(pma) ≤ min{hp(pla),hp(pn+ra)}
and hence n ≤ m ≤ min{l, n + r}. This implies that there can be no strictly increasing
chain in E. Therefore, there exists some d ∈ Z, (d, p) = 1 such that hp(z+dpna) is maximal
in E, i.e. z + dpna is p–proper with respect to 〈a〉.
Now assume that l = n + r. Then prz = cpla = cpn+ra implies pr(z − cpna) = 0. Since
z and z − cpna are elements of the same coset, we can assume without loss of generality
that prz = 0. Hence
hp(z + kpna) ≤ hp(prz + kpn+ra) = hp(kpn+ra) = hp(pn+ra).
Now we can argue as in the first case and whence E contains a maximal element. This
maximal element is p–proper with respect to 〈a〉 and hence 〈a〉 is p–nice in A(p, 〈a〉).
It is easy to see that A(p, 〈a〉) is the complete inverse image of Tp(A/〈a〉) under the natural
epimorphism.
Definition 2.3.2. Let A denote the class of groups A such that A is an extension of a
cyclic group (finite or infinite) by a totally projective group.
Let AΣ be the class of all direct sums of groups in A and denote the class of all direct
summands of groups in AΣ by A¯.
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The class A contains all torsion–free groups of rank 1 and all totally projective groups.
Moreover, we have
Lemma 2.3.3. A torsion group is an element of A if and only if it is totally projective.
Proof.
Obviously, a totally projective torsion group is an element of A. Hence assume G to be a
torsion group in A. Without loss of generality we can assume that G is a p–group. Then
G is an extension of a finite cyclic p–group 〈g〉 by a totally projective p–group T .
0→ 〈g〉 → G→ T → 0
We will show that G has a nice composition series and hence is totally projective. Let
Nλ, λ < µ denote a nice composition series for T . Define Mλ to be the complete inverse
image of Nλ in G. Then Mλ is a subgroup of G for all λ < µ and M0 = 〈g〉 and Mµ = G.
Of course, for λ a limit ordinal we have Mλ =
⋃
κ<λ
Mκ. It is G/〈g〉 ∼= T and Mλ/〈g〉 ∼= Nλ.
Since Nλ is a nice subgroup of P , Mλ/〈g〉 is a nice subgroup of G/〈g〉. By 1.3.3(b) Mλ is
a nice subgroup of G for every λ < µ. It remains to show that Mλ+1/Mλ is countable.
But this is obvious because Mλ+1/Mλ ∼= (Mλ+1/ 〈g〉)/(Mλ/ 〈g〉) ∼= Nλ+1/Nλ, which is
countable. Together with the (finite) nice composition series for 〈g〉 we finally have a nice
composition series for G.
Let A,N and V be groups and β a monomorphism from N to A (i.e. we can identify N
with the subgruop Nβ of A). We say that a homomorphism ψ : N → V does not decrease
heights in A, if HA(nβ) ≤ HV (nψ) for all n ∈ N (remember that HA(a) denotes the height
sequence of a in A).
Lemma 2.3.4. Let
0 -N - A
?
ψ
?
φ
0 - U - V α -W - 0
be a commutative diagram where both rows are exact and U is p–balanced in V. Moreover,
suppose that ψ does not decrease heights in A and that a ∈ A is a p–proper element with
respect to N such that pa ∈ N .
Then ψ can be extended to a map ψ∗ : 〈N, a〉 → V such that aψ∗α = aφ and ψ∗ does not
decrease heights.
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Proof.
Let hAp (a) = σ. Since U is p–nice in V , there is v ∈ pσV such that vα = aφ. It is
pv − (pa)ψ ∈ Kerα and hence pv − (pa)ψ ∈ U ∩ pσ+1V = pσ+1U . There is u ∈ pσU
such that pu = pv − (pa)ψ. Define aψ∗ = v − u and for x ∈ N let xψ∗ = xψ. Then
ψ∗ : 〈N, a〉 → V such that aψ∗α = aφ. We first have to show that ψ∗ is well–defined.
Assume that x = ka ∈ N ∩ 〈a〉, where k has to be divisible by p since otherwise a would
be an element of N . Let x = pk′a. Then
xψ∗ = k′(pa)ψ∗ = k′(pv − pu) = k′(pa)ψ = xψ.
It remains to show that ψ∗ does not decrease heights. If y ∈ N , clearly
HA(y) ≤ HV (yψ) = HV (yψ∗)
since ψ does not decrease heights. Now let y ∈ N and consider HA(y + a). If q 6= p, we
have
hAq (y + a) = h
A
q (py + pa) ≤ hVq ((py + pa)ψ) = hVq ((py + pa)ψ∗) = hVq ((y + a)ψ∗).
Moreover, it is hAp (a) = σ ≤ hVp (v − u) = hVp (aψ∗). Since a is p–proper with respect to N ,
hAp (y + a) = min{hAp (y),hAp (a)}. Therefore,
hVp ((y + a)ψ
∗) = hVp (yψ + v − u) ≥ min{hVp (yψ),hVp (v − u)}
≥ min{hAp (y), σ} = min{hAp (y),hAp (a)} = hAp (y + a).
It remains to consider HA(y+ka) with k > 1 and p does not divide k. Since hAp (a) = h
A
p (ka),
we have hAp (y + ka) ≤ hVp ((y + ka)ψ∗). If q 6= p, it follows again that
hAq (y + ka) = h
A
q (py + pka)
where py + pka ∈ N . Hence HA(x) ≤ HV (xψ∗) for all x ∈ 〈N, a〉.
The following lemma will be needed to construct the splitting map in the proof of the next
theorem.
Lemma 2.3.5. Let A and B be groups and H and Ai(i ∈ I) subgroups of A such that A =
Σ
i∈I
Ai and Ai ∩ Σ
j∈I,j 6=i
Aj = H for all i ∈ I. Moreover, let φi : Ai → B be homomorphisms
such that φiH = φjH for all i, j ∈ I. Then there exists a homomorphism Φ : A → B
such that ΦAi = φi for all i ∈ I.
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Proof. Clear!
Theorem 2.3.6. If A ∈ A¯, then A is balanced–projective.
Proof.
It is enough to consider groups A ∈ A since Bext(A1⊕A2, G) = Bext(A1, G)⊕Bext(A2, G).
Let A ∈ A, Φ : A→W be a homomorphism and
0→ U → V α→W → 0
be a balanced–exact sequence. We will show that Φ lifts to a homomorphism Ψ : A → V
such that Ψα = Φ. First assume that A is torsion. We have shown in Lemma 2.3.3 that
A is totally projective. Moreover, the sequence
0→ T(U)→ T(V )→ T(W )→ 0
is balanced–exact by Lemma 2.1.2 and Φ is a map from A into T(W ). Lemma 1.3.11
shows that A has the projective property relative to this sequence and hence there exists
a homomorphism Ψ : A→ T(V ) ⊆ V such that Ψα = Φ.
Now assume that A is of torsion–free rank 1. Let a ∈ A with o(a) =∞ and choose v ∈ V
such that vα = aΦ and HW (aΦ) = HV (v). Define a homomorphism ψ′ : 〈a〉 → V by
a 7→ v. Then ψ′ does not decrease heights in A.
Next, we focus on the subgroups A(p, 〈a〉) of A. In Lemma 2.3.1 we have shown that 〈a〉
is p–nice in A(p, 〈a〉). Moreover, Tp(A/〈a〉) is totally projective. Let
0 = N0 < N1 < · · · < Nµ = Tp(A/〈a〉)
be a nice composition series for Tp(A/〈a〉), i.e. Nλ is p–nice in Tp(A/〈a〉) for all λ ≤ µ,
Nλ =
⋃
κ<λ
Nκ if λ ∈ LORD and Nλ+1/Nλ is countable for all λ < µ. Define Mλ as the
complete inverse image of Nλ in A(p, 〈a〉). Then M0 = 〈a〉 and Mµ = A(p, 〈a〉). Moreover,
the sequence
0→ 〈a〉 →Mλ → Nλ → 0
is exact for all λ ≤ µ and hence the diagram
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0 0 0
? ? ?
0 - 〈a〉 - Mλ - Nλ - 0
? ? ?
0 - 〈a〉 - Mλ+1 - Nλ+1 - 0
? ? ?
0 -Mλ+1/Mλ -Nλ+1/Nλ - 0
? ?
0 0
commutes for all λ < µ. By the 3 × 3–lemma the third row is exact and Mλ+1/Mλ ∼=
Nλ+1/Nλ. Whence Mλ+1/Mλ is cyclic of order p and generated by every 0 6= mλ+1 ∈
Mλ+1\Mλ. Moreover, 〈a〉 is p–nice in A(p, 〈a〉) and Mλ/ 〈a〉 ∼= Nλ ⊆
p-nice
Tp(A/ 〈a〉) ∼=
A(p, 〈a〉)/ 〈a〉. Hence for every λ ≤ µ there is mλ+1 ∈ Mλ+1\Mλ such that mλ+1 is p–
proper with respect to A(p, 〈a〉).
Now let Φp denote the restriction of Φ to A(p, 〈a〉) for p ∈ Π. Per transfinite induction we
want to construct a homomorphism ψp : A(p, 〈a〉) → V such that ψpα = Φp. Therefore,
consider for λ ≤ µ
0 -Mλ -A(p, 〈a〉)
?
ψpλ
?
Φp
0 - U - V α- W - 0
Let ψp0 = ψ
′ : 〈a〉 → V as defined above. ψp0 does not decrease heights in A(p, 〈a〉). Now
assume that we have defined ψpλ : Mλ → V such that the diagram above commutes and
ψpλ does not decrease heights A(p, 〈a〉). Choose mλ+1 ∈ Mλ+1\Mλ ⊆ A(p, 〈a〉) such that
mλ+1 is p–proper with respect to A(p, 〈a〉). Then pmλ+1 ∈ Mλ and 〈Mλ,mλ+1〉 = Mλ+1.
By Lemma 2.3.4 there is ψpλ+1 : Mλ+1 → V such that ψpλ+1α = ΦpMλ+1 and ψpλ+1 does
not decrease heights.
If λ ∈ LORD, let ψpλ =
⋃
κ<λ
ψpκ. Again we have ψ
p
λ :
⋃
κ<λ
Mκ = Mλ → V such that
ψpλα = ΦpMλ and ψ
p
λ does not decrease heights.
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Now let ψp := ψ
p
µ : A(p, 〈a〉) → V . Lemma 2.3.5 implies the existence of Ψ : A → V such
that Ψα = Φ. Hence A is balanced–projective.
We will need the following important lemma of Hunter to complete the characterization of
balanced–projective groups.
Lemma 2.3.7. For every height matrix M there exists a group A ∈ A such that there is
a ∈ A with o(a) =∞, H(a) =M and A/〈a〉 ∼= H for some totally projective group H.
Proof. For the proof see [Hu, Proposition 5.20].
Theorem 2.3.8. There are enough balanced–projectives. Every group G can be embedded
into a balanced–exact sequence
0→ B → A→ G→ 0
where A ∈ AΣ.
Proof.
For every element g ∈ G we choose a group Ag ∈ A such that there is ag ∈ Ag with
o(ag) = o(g) and H(ag) = H(g). If o(g) =∞, then Lemma 2.3.7 shows that such a group
Ag exists. If o(g) is finite, choose a direct sum of generalized Pru¨fer groups such that the
desired element exists.
If o(ag) = ∞, then by Lemma 2.3.1 〈ag〉 is p–nice in Ag(p, 〈ag〉). If o(ag) is finite, 〈ag〉 is
p–nice in Ag(p, 〈ag〉) as a cyclic subgroup of a torsion group (cf. Lemma 1.3.12 (a)). Let
Φ∗ : 〈ag〉 → 〈g〉 be the height–preserving homomorphism that maps ag onto g. We have
Ag(p, 〈ag〉) ∼= Tp(Ag/〈ag〉). By Lemma 1.3.12 (c) Φ∗ can be extended to a homomorphism
Φ∗p : Ag(p, 〈ag〉) → G for every prime p. Lemma 2.3.5 shows that there is a homomor-
phism Φg : Ag → G such that Φg〈ag〉 = Φ∗. Now define Φ :=
⊕
g∈G
Φg :
⊕
g∈G
Ag → G.
It is agΦ = g and Φ satisfies condition (c) of Lemma 1.3.21. Hence Φ is balanced and⊕
g∈G
Ag =: A ∈ AΣ.
Corollary 2.3.9. A¯ is the class of all balanced–projective groups.
Proof.
If P is balanced–projective, then by Theorem 2.3.8 there exists some A ∈ AΣ such that
0→ K → A→ P → 0
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is balanced–exact. Hence A ∼= P ⊕K and therefore P ∈ A¯.
This shows together with Theorem 2.3.6 that A¯ is the set of all balanced–projective
groups.
The next proposition summarizes the characterizations for torsion and torsion–free
balanced–projective groups.
Proposition 2.3.10.
(a) A torsion group T is balanced–projective if and only if it is totally projective.
(b) A torsion–free group C is balanced–projective if and only if it is completely
decomposable.
(c) If A is balanced–projective, then A/T(A) is completely decomposable.
(d) A torsion summand of a balanced–projective group is totally projective.
Proof.
(a) Of course, every totally projective group is balanced–projective. Now assume that T
is balanced–projective. If T ∈ A, T is totally projective by Lemma 2.3.3. If T ∈ AΣ,
then T =
⊕
Ti where each Ti is totally projective and hence T is totally projective. If
T ∈ A¯, there is a (torsion) group K such that T ⊕K ∈ AΣ and T ⊕K is totally projective.
Therefore, T is totally projective by Lemma 1.3.11.
(b) Obviously, every completely decomposable group is balanced–projective. Hence assume
that C is balanced–projective. If C ∈ A, C is a rank 1 group. If C ∈ AΣ, then C =⊕Ci
where Ci ∈ A. Hence C is a direct sum of rank 1 groups, i.e. completely decomposable. If
C ∈ A¯, C is a direct summand of a completely decomposable group and by Lemma 1.1.5
itself completely decomposable.
(c) Let A be balanced–projective. Then there is a group K such that A ⊕ K = ⊕
i∈I
Ai
with Ai ∈ A. Hence T(A) ⊕ T(K) = T(
⊕
i∈I
Ai) =
⊕
i∈I
T(Ai) and therefore, A/T(A) ⊕
K/T(K) ∼=⊕
i∈I
Ai/T(Ai) where Ai/T(Ai) is of rank 1 for every i ∈ I. Whence A/T(A) is a
direct summand of a completely decomposable group and by Lemma 1.1.5 itself completely
decomposable.
(d) If T is a torsion summand of a balanced–projective group, then T itself is balanced–
projective and by (a) totally projective.
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2.4 The existence of B–splitters which are not splitters
A group A is called splitter if Ext(A,A) = 0. In analogy to this we have
Definition 2.4.1. A group A is called B–splitter if Bext(A,A) = 0.
Of course, every splitter is also a B–splitter. Moreover, the balanced–injective and balanced–
projective groups are the trivial B–splitters. In this section we will construct non–trivial
B–splitters which are not splitters. Therefore, we transfer the results of Eklof and Trlifaj
[ET] for Ext to Bext.
First we need a lemma which shows that certain restrictions of a balanced epimorphism
are again balanced.
Lemma 2.4.2. Let
0→ C → N pi→ A→ 0
be a balanced–exact sequence and B a balanced subgroup of A. Let N0 denote the inverse
image of B in N under pi. Then the sequence
0→ C → N0 piN0→ B → 0
is balanced–exact, too.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we can assume that A,B,C and N are reduced. The following
diagram commutes
0 0 0
? ? ?
0 - C - N0
piN0- B - 0
? ? ?
0 - C - N pi- A - 0
? ? ?
0 -N/N0 p˜i-A/B - 0
? ?
0 0
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and the third row is exact by the 3 × 3–lemma. Now let x ∈ B. We have to show that
there is n ∈ N0 such that HN0(n) = HB(x) and npi = x. First we show that N0 is balanced
in N . Let y ∈ N/N0. Then HN/N0(y) = HA/B(y˜) where y˜ = yp˜i. Since B is balanced in A,
there is z ∈ A such that HA(z) = HA/B(y˜) and z +B = y˜. Moreover, there is k ∈ N such
that HN (k) = HA(z) = HN/N0(y) and kpi + B = y˜. Then k +N0 = y and N0 is balanced
in N .
We always have HB(x) ≤ HA(x). There is some n ∈ N ∩ N0 such that HN (n) = HA(x)
and npi = x. Since N0 is balanced in N , it is HN0(n) = HN (n) = HA(x) = HB(x).
Now we can prove the following
Proposition 2.4.3. Let A = Aµ be the union of a continuous ascending chain of subgroups,
A =
⋃
α<µ
Aα, such that Aα is balanced in Aα+1 for all α < µ. If Bext(A0, C) = 0 and
Bext(Aα+1/Aα, C) = 0 for all α < µ, then Bext(A,C) = 0.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we can assume that µ ∈ LORD and that A and C are reduced.
We will show by induction that Bext(Aβ , C) = 0 for all β ≤ µ.
First let β = γ + 1. The short exact sequence
0→ Aγ → Aγ+1 → Aγ+1/Aγ → 0
is balanced and hence the sequence
0 = Bext(Aγ+1/Aγ , C)→ Bext(Aγ+1, C)→ Bext(Aγ , C) = 0
is exact. Therefore, Bext(Aγ+1, C) = 0.
Now let β ∈ LORD. We have to show that every balanced–exact sequence
0→ C ι→ N pi→ Aβ → 0
splits. Per transfinite induction on α < β we will define a continuous, increasing sequence
of homomorphisms ρα : Aα → N such that ραpi = idAα . Let ρ0 be a splitting of pi(pi−1[A0])
(the corresponding sequence is balanced–exact by Lemma 2.4.2).
Now assume that ρα is already defined for all α < τ < β. If τ ∈ LORD, let ρτ =
⋃
α<τ
ρα.
Now let τ = γ+1 and σ : Aτ → N be a splitting of pi(pi−1[Aτ ]). This splitting exists since
Bext(Aτ , C) = 0 and the corresponding sequence is balanced–exact by Lemma 2.4.2. Since
ργ and σAγ are both splittings of pi(pi−1[Aγ ]), we have ργ − (σAγ) : Aγ → Cι = Kerpi.
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Hence there is a homomorphism θ : Aγ → C such that θι = ργ−(σAγ). We will show that
θ can be extended to a homomorphism θ′ : Aτ → C. The following diagram commutes.
0 -Aγ -Aτ -Aτ/Aγ - 0
θ
?
Φ
?
id
?
0 - C ψ - X -Aτ/Aγ - 0
Here the first row is balanced–exact and X in the second row is constructed as push–out.
We will show that also the second row is balanced. Since C and A are reduced, it remains
to show that C is H–nice in X. Let x ∈ Aτ/Aγ . Then there exists y ∈ Aτ such that
HAτ (y) = HAτ/Aγ (x) and y is mapped onto x. Since the diagram commutes, we have
HX(yΦ) ≥ HAτ (y) = HAτ/Aγ (x) ≥ HX(yΦ).
Therefore the second row is also balanced–exact and splits since Bext(Aτ/Aγ , C) = 0. Let
ξ : X → C be the splitting map such that ψξ = idC . Then Φξ is a homomorphism from
Aτ to C and (ΦAγ)ξ = θ. Let θ′ = Φξ and define ρτ = σ + θ′ι. Then ρτ is a splitting of
pi(pi−1[Aτ ]) since
ρτpi = (σ + θ′ι)pi = σpi + θ′ιpi = σpi = idAτ
and ρτ extends ργ .
If ρα is defined for all α < β, then let ρβ =
⋃
α<β
ρα. Then ρβ is a splitting of pi and hence
Bext(Aβ, C) = 0.
For every group B there is a group A, which is the union of a balanced chain of subgroups,
such that Bext(B,A) = 0.
Theorem 2.4.4. Let κ and λ be cardinals such that κ ≥ ℵ0 and λκ = λ. Moreover, let I
be a set of cardinality ≤ κ and {Bi : i ∈ I} a family of reduced groups of cardinality ≤ κ
and L a reduced group of cardinality ≤ κ. Then there is a group A of cardinality λ such
that A is the union of a continuous ascending chain of subgroups A =
⋃
α<λ
Aα and
(a) A0 = L;
(b) Aα is balanced in Aα+1 for all α < λ;
(c) Aα+1/Aα ∼= Bi for some i ∈ I;
(d) Bext(Bi, A) = 0 for all i ∈ I.
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Proof.
Let
0→ Ki → Xi → Bi → 0
be a balanced–projective resolution of Bi for i ∈ I. Then |Xi| = |Bi| ≤ κ and hence
|Ki| ≤ κ for all i ∈ I. We enumerate all set mappings from all Kis to λ by {ϕα : α < λ}
such that every map appears λ–times. Write λ =
⋃
α<λ
Aα as a union of a continuous
increasing chain of sets such that |A0| = |L| and |Aα+1\Aα| = |α| · κ for all α < λ.
Inductively, we define a group structure on Aα. Let A0 ∼= L. Now assume that the group
structure on Aα is already defined for all α < β. If β is a limit ordinal, let Aβ =
⋃
α<β
Aα
with the induced group structure.
Now let β = α + 1. Then ϕα is a map from Ki into λ for some i ∈ I. We define a
homomorphism ϕ′α : Ki → Aα by ϕ′α = ϕα if ϕα is a homomorphism from Ki to Aα
and ϕ′α = 0 otherwise. We define the group structure on Aα+1 by the following push–out
diagram.
Ki
idKi - Xi
ϕ′α
?
ψα
?
Aα
ε -Aα+1
Here Aα+1 ∼= (Aα ⊕Xi)/H with H = {(kiϕ′α,−ki)|ki ∈ Ki} and Aα+1/Aα ∼= Bi ∼= Xi/Ki.
It is easy to check that Aα is balanced in Aα+1.
Let A =
⋃
α<λ
Aα. Since
0→ Ki → Xi → Bi → 0
is balanced–exact, the sequence
0→ Hom(Bi, A)→ Hom(Xi, A)→ Hom(Ki, A)
→ Bext(Bi, A)→ Bext(Xi, A) = 0
is exact. If we can show that every homomorphism from Ki to A extends to a homomor-
phism from Xi to A, then Bext(Bi, A) = 0. Therefore, let ϕ be a homomorphism from Ki
to A. Since |Ki| ≤ κ < cf(λ), there is some β ∈ λ such that Kiϕ ⊆ Aβ. Choose α ≥ β
such that ϕ = ϕα = ϕ′α. In the construction we have shown that there is a homomorphism
ψα : Xi → Aα+1 ⊆ A such that ψαKi = ϕ. Hence Bext(Bi, A) = 0.
Corollary 2.4.5. Let L and A be the groups from Theorem 2.4.4. Then Bext(L,A) = 0
implies Bext(A,A) = 0.
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Proof.
If we assume that Bext(L,A) = 0, then by Proposition 2.4.3 Bext(A,A) = 0.
We will use this additional property of A for the construction of B–splitters.
Construction 2.4.6.
1. Let L = {0} and choose a reduced group B which is not cotorsion. Let κ ≥ max{|B|,ℵ0}
and choose a cardinal λ such that λκ = λ. Apply Theorem 2.4.4 to this setting. Then
Bext(A,A) = 0. Moreover, we claim that Q ⊕ A is a B–splitter but not a splitter. First
we show that Bext(Q⊕A,Q⊕A) = 0. This follows from
Bext(Q⊕A,Q⊕A) = Bext(Q,Q)⊕ Bext(Q, A)⊕ Bext(A,Q)⊕ Bext(A,A)
and the fact that Q is balanced–projective and A is a B–splitter.
If we can show that A is not cotorsion, then Ext(Q, A) 6= 0 and hence A is not a splitter.
A1 ⊆ A is reduced and not cotorsion since A1/A0 = A1 ∼= B. By transfinite induction it
follows that Aα is reduced for all α ≤ λ since Aα is balanced in Aβ for all α < β ≤ λ by
Lemma 1.3.26. Hence A is reduced. Moreover, Aα/A1 and especially A/A1 is reduced for
all 1 < α ≤ λ. If A is cotorsion, then by Lemma 1.2.2(a) A1 is also cotorsion in contradic-
tion to our choice of B. Therefore, A is not cotorsion and Ext(Q, A) 6= 0.
2. Let p be a prime and L = Z/pZ. Choose a group B which is not p–divisible. Let
κ ≥ max{|B|,ℵ0} and choose a cardinal λ such that λκ = λ. Now we can apply Theorem
2.4.4. The group A is a B–splitter since L is balanced–projective. It remains to show
that A is no splitter. Therefore, it is enough to show that A is not p–divisible because
Ext(Z/pZ, A) = A/pA. Since A0 = Z/pZ and B are not p–divisible and the Aα form
a balanced chain, it follows by transfinite induction that A is not p–divisible. Hence
Ext(A,A) 6= 0.
Alternatively, one could choose L =
⊕
p∈Π
Z/pZ, B reduced and show that A is not divisible.
For the construction of the next two splitters we need a result of Salce for Ext.
Lemma 2.4.7. Let S be a rational group and AS = {x ∈ A|χA(x) ≥ χS(1)} for a group
A. Then Ext(S,A) = 0 if and only if A/AS is cotorsion.
Proof. For the proof see [Sa, Theorem 3.5].
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Construction 2.4.8.
1. Let R and R′ be rational groups of incomparable idempotent type not equal to Q.
Let L = R ⊕ R′ and choose for B an indecomposable homogeneous group of type Z (for
example we will construct such a group in Proposition 3.2.3). Then let κ ≥ max{|B|,ℵ0}
and choose a cardinal λ such that λκ = λ. Again we apply Theorem 2.4.4. The group A is
a B–splitter since L is balanced–projective. Hence it remains to show that Ext(A,A) 6= 0.
Therefore, we show that Ext(L,A) 6= 0. It is Ext(L,A) = Ext(R,A) ⊕ Ext(R′, A). By
Lemma 2.4.7 Ext(R,A) = 0 if and only if A/AR is cotorsion. For contradiction assume
that A/AR is cotorsion. Since B is homogeneous of type Z and the chain of the Aαs is
balanced, AR = R. The group A/L = A/(R ⊕ R′) = A/(AR ⊕ R′) is reduced because B
and L are reduced and the chain of the Aαs is balanced. If A/AR is cotorsion, then by
Lemma 1.2.2(a) (R′ ⊕ AR)/AR = (R′ ⊕ R)/R ∼= R′ is cotorsion, a contradiction. Hence
A/AR is not cotorsion and therefore, Ext(A,A) 6= 0.
2. Let L = R be a rational group of type t < t(Q). Moreover, choose a B1–group B
such that B(t) = {0} and that is not cotorsion. Then let κ ≥ max{|B|,ℵ0} and choose
a cardinal λ such that λκ = λ. We apply Theorem 2.4.4. The constructed group A is a
B–splitter and again a B1–group since Aα+1/Aα ∼= B and hence Bext(Aα+1/Aα, T ) = 0
for all torsion groups T . Then Proposition 2.4.3 implies that Bext(A, T ) = 0 for all torsion
groups T . It remains to show that Ext(A,A) 6= 0. Again we use Lemma 2.4.7 and show that
Ext(R,A) 6= 0. It is AR = R. As before A/R is reduced and B ∼= A1/A0 = A1/R ⊆ A/R.
If A/R is cotorsion, then by Lemma 1.2.2(a) A1/R ∼= B is cotorsion. Since this would
contradict our choice of B, A/R is not cotorsion and hence Ext(A,A) 6= 0.
3 B–cotorsion pairs
Salce [Sa] has introduced in 1979 the so–called cotorsion pairs. He has shown that there is
a bijection from the set of all cotorsion pairs between the classical cotorsion pair (the pair
generated by Q) and the maximal one (the pair generated by the class of all abelian groups)
to the power set of the set of all primes Π. Moreover, Salce has proved some important
results on the cotorsion pairs generated by rational groups. With the help of these results
Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis [GSW] have shown that the sublattice of all cotorsion pairs
singly generated by a rational group is isomorphic to the lattice of all types. Furthermore,
they have shown that there is an embedding from any power set into the lattice of all
cotorsion pairs.
In this chapter we will transfer the results on cotorsion pairs to B–cotorsion pairs. We will
give the definition of B–cotorsion pairs analogous to the definition of cotorsion pairs given
by Salce [Sa]. In Section 3.2 we will show that the B–cotorsion pairs singly cogenerated
by rational groups are all incomparable. Moreover, in Section 3.3 we will prove in analogy
to the work by Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis [GSW] that every power set can be embedded
into the lattice of all singly cogenerated B–cotorsion pairs. Hence there are ascending,
descending and anti–chains of arbitrary length in the lattice of all singly cogenerated B–
cotorsion pairs.
3.1 Definition and introduction of B–cotorsion pairs
Definition 3.1.1. Let G and H be classes of abelian groups. We call the pair (G,H) a
B–cotorsion pair if the following hold.
(a) Bext(G,H) = 0 for all G ∈ G and H ∈ H;
(b) if Bext(G,X) = 0 for all G ∈ G, then X ∈ H;
(c) if Bext(Y,H) = 0 for all H ∈ H, then Y ∈ G.
This means that the pair (G,H) is maximal with respect to Bext(G,H) = 0 for all G ∈ G
and H ∈ H.
This definition is the analog of the definition of cotorsion pairs (also called cotorsion the-
ories) as given by Salce in [Sa]. Salce has shown that the cotorsion pairs form a complete
lattice with respect to inclusion of the second component.
We will define an ordering of the B–cotorsion pairs by inclusion of the first component.
For the reasons and advantages of this ordering see [GT, Definition 2.2.1].
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Definition 3.1.2. Let (G,H) and (G′,H′) be two B–cotorsion pairs.
Then let
(G,H) ≤ (G′,H′)
if G ⊆ G′ or equivalently H ⊇ H′.
Note that also the notions of generated and cogenerated exchange in comparison to Salce
[Sa].
Definition 3.1.3. Let G be a class of abelian groups. Then define
G⊥B = {X|Bext(G,X) = 0 for all G ∈ G}
and
⊥BG = {Y |Bext(Y,G) = 0 for all G ∈ G}.
(⊥B (G⊥B ),G⊥B ) is called the B–cotorsion pair generated by G and (⊥BG, (⊥BG)⊥B ) is called
the B–cotorsion pair cogenerated by G.
If G is a singleton, i.e. G = {G}, then (⊥B (G⊥B ),G⊥B ) (resp. (⊥BG, (⊥BG)⊥B )) is called
singly (co–) generated by G.
The B–cotorsion pairs form a complete lattice with respect to the ordering defined in
Definition 3.1.2. The supremum of a set {(Gi,Hi)|i ∈ I} of B–cotorsion pairs is given by∨
i∈I
(Gi,Hi) = (⊥B (
⋂
i∈I
Hi),
⋂
i∈I
Hi) and the infimum by
∧
i∈I
(Gi,Hi) = (
⋂
i∈I
Gi, (
⋂
i∈I
Gi)⊥B ).
As we have seen in Theorem 2.2.4 the supremum of the lattice of B–cotorsion pairs is the
maximal B–cotorsion pair (Mod−Z,AC) where Mod−Z is the class of all abelian groups
and AC is the class of all algebraically compact groups. By Corollary 2.3.9 the infimum is
the minimal B–cotorsion pair (A¯,Mod−Z) where A¯ is the class defined in Definition 2.3.2.
3.2 Rational B–cotorsion pairs
In this section we want to characterize the lattice of the B–cotorsion pairs singly cogener-
ated by rational groups. If R is a rational group, then Bican and Fuchs [BF] have called
a torsion–free group A an R–group if Bext(A,R) = 0, i.e. if A is in ⊥BR.
In the following let R always denote a rational group not equal to Q, t its type and
χR(1) = (tp)p∈Π. Moreover, let R0 denote the largest subgroup of R of idempotent type
t0. Note that R0 is a subring of Q, denoted the nucleus of R and that R0 ∼= End(R)
canonically. Define ΠR = {p ∈ Π : tp =∞} and Π0 = Π\ΠR.
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Proposition 3.2.1. Let τ be a type with τ  t. Moreover, let A be a torsion–free group
such that A = A(τ). Then Bext(A,R) = 0.
Proof.
Let
0→ R→ G φ→ A→ 0
be a balanced extension of R by A. For every a ∈ A there is ψa : 〈a〉∗ → G such that
ψaφ = id〈a〉∗ .
〈a〉∗





+
ψa
?
id
0 -R -G φ - A - 0
Then t(aψa) = t(a). Let ga := aψa and define ψ : A → G by aψ = ga. It remains
to show that ψ is well–defined. Therefore, let x =
n∑
k=1
rkak with x, ak ∈ A and rk ∈ Z.
Then xψ = gx and (
n∑
k=1
rkak)ψ =
n∑
k=1
rkgak . The difference gx −
n∑
k=1
rkgak has to be an
element of R and hence has the same type as R unless it is 0. On the other hand x and
ak have type ≥ τ  t and hence t(gx −
n∑
k=1
rkgak) ≥ τ  t. This is a contradiction unless
gx −
n∑
k=1
rkgak = 0 and therefore, ψ is well–defined. Hence Bext(A,R) = 0.
Corollary 3.2.2. Let τ be a type with τ  t. Moreover, let A/T(A) = (A/T(A))(τ).
Then Bext(A,R) = 0.
Proof.
Let
0→ R→ G φ→ A→ 0
be a balanced–exact sequence. Then the following diagram commutes.
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0 0
? ?
0 - T(G) - T(A) - 0
? ? ?
0 -R α- G - A - 0
idR
?
γ
? ?
0 -R β-G/T(G) -A/T(A) - 0
? ? ?
0 0 0
The last row is balanced–exact and splits because of Proposition 3.2.1. Hence there is
a homomorphism φ : G/T(G) → R such that βφ = idR. Then γφ is a homomorphism
from G to R such that αγφ = idR. Therefore the second row splits and Bext(A,R) = 0.
In the following proposition we construct a group A(p) which will play an important role
in the characterization of the lattice of all B–cotorsion pairs singly cogenerated by rational
groups. This group appears in [F2, Chapter 88] where it is constructed as an example for
a homogeneous, indecomposable group of rank ≥ 2.
Proposition 3.2.3. Let p be a prime and 2 ≤ k ∈ N. Then there exists a group A(p) with
the following properties.
(a) rkA(p) = k;
(b) A(p) is homogeneous of type Z;
(c) A(p) is indecomposable;
(d) A(p) ⊗R is indecomposable of type t if p ∈ Π0;
(e) A(p) ⊗R is completely decomposable of type t if p ∈ ΠR.
Proof.
Let G = Q(p)a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Q(p)ak be completely decomposable of type (0, . . . , 0,∞, 0, . . . ),
where ∞ is the p–th entry. Of course, G has rank k. We will define A(p) as a subgroup of
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G. Let pi1 = 1 and choose k−1 algebraically independent p–adic units pi2, . . . , pik. Let pii,n =
si,0+si,1p+· · ·+si,n−1pn−1 be the (n−1)–th partial sum of pii = si,0+si,1p+· · ·+si,npn+. . . ,
where 0 ≤ si,n < p. Define xn = p−n(a1 + pi2,na2 + · · · + pik,nak) ∈ G for all n ∈ N. Let
A(p) = 〈aj , xi : j ≤ k, i ∈ N〉 ⊆ G. Obviously, rkA(p) = k and every element in A(p) is of
the form
lxn + l2a2 + · · ·+ lkak
for some n ∈ N and with l, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z.
Next we will show that 〈a2, . . . , ak〉 is pure in A(p). Assume that
pm(lxn + l2a2 + · · ·+ lkak) = m2a2 + · · ·+mkak
for l, l2, . . . , lk,m2, . . . ,mk ∈ Z. Comparing coefficients shows that l has to be 0 and hence
〈a2, . . . , ak〉 is pure in A(p).
Now we can show that A(p) is homogeneous of type Z. Assume for contradiction that
p−n(l1a1 + · · · + lkak) ∈ A(p) for all n ∈ N. Then p−n(l1a1 + · · · + lkak − l1pnxn) ∈ A(p).
Substituting xn gives
p−n(l1a1 + · · ·+ lkak − l1a1 − l1pi2,na2 − · · · − l1pik,nak) =
p−n((l2 − l1pi2,n)a2 + (l3 − l1pi3,n)a3 + · · ·+ (lk − l1pik,n)ak) ∈ A(p).
Since 〈a2, . . . , ak〉 is pure in A(p), we have pn|(li − l1pii,n) for all n ∈ N, i.e. the sequence
{li− l1pii,n}n∈N converges to zero. Hence li = l1pii for i = 2, . . . , k and pii is rational. This is
a contradiction because we had chosen algebraically independent elements pii. Therefore,
the type of A(p) is Z.
Next we want to show that A(p) is indecomposable. Therefore, we show that EndA(p) ⊆ Q.
Then A(p) has to be indecomposable. Let η ∈ EndA(p) and A0 = 〈a1, . . . , ak〉. Without
loss of generality we can assume that A0η ⊆ A0 (otherwise substitute η by mη for some
m 6= 0). The images of the ai(i ≤ k) determine η uniquely.
η : ai 7→
k∑
j=1
tijaj , tij ∈ Z
Thus we have
xnη = p−n
k∑
i=1
pii,naiη = p−n
k∑
j=1
k∑
i=1
pii,ntijaj = lnxn +m2,na2 + · · ·+mk,nak
for some ln,m2,n, . . . ,mk,n ∈ Z. Comparing coefficients shows that
k∑
i=1
pii,nti1 = ln and p−n
k∑
j=2
(
k∑
i=1
pii,ntij − lnpij,n)aj ∈ 〈a2, . . . , ak〉 .
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Hence
k∑
i=1
pii,ntij − lnpij,n is divisible by pn for all n. Letting n→∞ we get
k∑
i=1
piitij − (
k∑
i=1
piiti1)pij = 0.
Since the piis are algebraically independent, tjj = t11 and tij = 0 for i 6= j. Hence η is
multiplication by t11 and EndA(p) ⊆ Q.
In the same way one can show that A(p) ⊗R is indecomposable if p ∈ Π0.
Now assume that p ∈ ΠR. We will show that A(p) ⊗R is homogeneous completely decom-
posable of type t. Therefore, we show that A(p) ⊗ R = A0 ⊗ R. Since the inclusion ”⊇”
is clear, we only need to show that xn ⊗ r ∈ A0 ⊗ R for all n ∈ N and all r ∈ R. It is
xn = p−n(a1 + pi2,na2 + · · ·+ pik,nak) and hence
xn ⊗ r = (a1 + pi2,na2 + · · ·+ pik,nak)⊗ p−nr ∈ A0 ⊗R.
Since A0 is free of rank k, we have A(p) ⊗R ∼=
⊕
k
R.
We will need the following results of Bican and Fuchs.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let A be a torsion–free group which elements are all of types ≤ t. Then
the following hold.
(a) Bext(A,R) = 0 if and only if Bext(A⊗R0, R) = 0.
(b) If A⊗R0 is a B2–group, then Bext(A⊗R0, R) = 0.
(c) If A is countable and Bext(A,R) = 0, then A⊗R0 is a B2–group.
(d) Let V = L hold. Then Bext(A,R) = 0 if and only if A⊗R0 is a B2–group.
Proof. See [BF, Lemma 1.6, Corollary 2.4, Theorem 4.5, Theorem 7.1].
Proposition 3.2.5. Let R 6= Q 6= R′ be rational groups with t(R) 6= t(R′) and (A,R) and
(A′,R′) the B–cotorsion pairs cogenerated by R resp. R′. Then (A,R) and (A′,R′) are
incomparable.
Proof.
Let R′0 be the largest idempotent type less than or equal to R′. First assume that the
types of R and R′ are incomparable. Then choose a prime p with pR 6= R and a prime
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p′ with p′R′ 6= R′. By Proposition 3.2.3 there are groups A(p) and A(p′) such that both
are of finite rank, indecomposable and homogeneous of type Z. Moreover, A(p) ⊗ R is
indecomposable, homogeneous of type R and A(p
′)⊗R′ is indecomposable, homogeneous of
type R′. By Lemma 1.1.7 a homogeneous group of finite rank is a B2–group if and only if it
is completely decomposable. Therefore, Bext(A(p)⊗R,R) 6= 0 and Bext(A(p′)⊗R′, R′) 6= 0
by Lemma 3.2.4(c). On the other hand by Proposition 3.2.1, Bext(A(p) ⊗ R,R′) = 0 and
Bext(A(p
′) ⊗ R′, R) = 0. Hence A(p) ⊗ R ∈ A′\A and A(p′) ⊗ R′ ∈ A\A′, i.e. (A,R) and
(A′,R′) are incomparable.
Now consider the case that t(R′) < t(R0) ≤ t(R) (the case t(R) < t(R′0) ≤ t(R′) is
analogous). First choose a prime p such that pR 6= R. Again by Proposition 3.2.3 there is
a group A(p) of finite rank that is indecomposable and homogeneous of type Z. Moreover,
A(p)⊗R0 is indecomposable, homogeneous of type R0(> t(R′)). Hence by Proposition 3.2.1
Bext(A(p) ⊗ R0, R′) = 0. On the other hand A(p) ⊗ R0 cannot be a B2–group by Lemma
1.1.7 and by Lemma 3.2.4(c) Bext(A(p) ⊗R0, R) 6= 0. Whence A(p) ⊗R0 ∈ A′\A. For the
other direction choose a prime p such that pR′ 6= R′ and pR = R. Again construct A(p)
as in Proposition 3.2.3. Then A(p) ⊗ R′0 is indecomposable, homogeneous of type R′0 and
hence not a B2–group. By Lemma 3.2.4(c) and (a) Bext(A(p), R′) 6= 0. On the other hand
A(p)⊗R0 is completely decomposable of type R0 and hence Bext(A(p), R) = 0. Therefore,
A(p) ∈ A\A′ and (A,R) and (A′,R′) are incomparable.
For the last case assume that t(R′0) = t(R0) ≤ t(R′) < t(R) (the case t(R0) = t(R′0) ≤
t(R) < t(R′) is analogous). As in the second case we can show that there is a group
A(p) ⊗ R ∈ A′\A. For the other direction let Π˜ be the set of all primes where the types
of R and R′ have different entries. Of course Π˜ has to be infinite. Partition Π˜ into three
disjoint infinite subsets Π1,Π2,Π3. Let Ri be the rational group where the 1 is as often
divisible by p as in R′ for p ∈ Π\Πi and as in R for p ∈ Πi. Then t(R′) < t(Ri) < t(R)
and t(R1) ∩ t(R2) = t(R1) ∩ t(R3) = t(R2) ∩ t(R3) = t(R′) and sup
i≤3
t(Ri) = t(R). Define
φ : R′ → ⊕
i≤3
Ri by 1 7→ (1, 1, 1). Then
0→ R′ φ→
⊕
i≤3
Ri → A→ 0
where A = (
⊕
i≤3
Ri)/R′, is exact, but does not split. It is easy to check that this sequence
is balanced. Hence Bext(A,R′) 6= 0. To show that Bext(A,R) = 0 we will show that every
homomorphism ψ : R′ → R lifts to a homomorphism ψ˜ : ⊕
i≤3
Ri → R. Then Bext(A,R) = 0
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by the long exact sequence
· · · → Hom(
⊕
i≤3
Ri, R)→ Hom(R′, R)→ Bext(A,R)→ 0.
Now let ψ be a homomorphism from R′ to R and 1ψ = r. Choose a representation r = r1q
with r1 ∈ Z, q ∈ N such that r1 and q have no common divisor. Write q = p1p2p3q0
with each pi a product of primes in Πi and q0 a product of primes in Π\Π˜. Then
1
p1p2p3
= f1p1 +
f2
p2
+ f3p3 with fi ∈ Z\{0} and fi and pi have no common divisor. Hence
r = r1q =
r1
q0
( f1p1 +
f2
p2
+ f3p3 ). Now define ψ˜ :
⊕
i≤3
Ri → R by (1, 0, 0) 7→ r1f2q0p2 , (0, 1, 0) 7→
r1f3
q0p3
, (0, 0, 1) 7→ r1f1q0p1 . Then (1, 1, 1) 7→
r1f1
q0p1
+ r1f2q0p2 +
r1f3
q0p3
= r and hence ψ lifts to ψ˜ and
Bext(A,R) = 0. Thus we have shown that A ∈ A\A′ and therefore, (A,R) and (A′,R′)
are incomparable.
3.3 The lattice of B–cotorsion pairs
In analogy to Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis in [GSW] we will show in this section that every
power set can be embedded into the lattice of all singly generated B–cotorsion pairs.
Throughout this section let I be a fixed set and denote by P = P(I) its power set. Let
κ ≥ |I| be a cardinal such that κ = µ+ for a cardinal µ with µℵ0 = µ (for example choose
µ = |I|ℵ0).
For all subsetsX,Y ⊆ I we will construct groups GY andHX such that Bext(GY ,HX) = 0
if and only if Y ⊆ X. The groups GY will be the same groups that were constructed by
Go¨bel, Shelah and Wallutis in [GSW] using the Strong Black Box.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let E be a stationary subset of κ. Then there exists a non–free group
G(E) with the following properties.
(a) |G(E)| = κ;
(b) G(E) is ℵ1–free;
(c) G(E) is ultra–cotorsion–free;
(d) there is a κ–filtration {Gα : α < κ} such that G(E)/Gα is ℵ1–free if and only if
α /∈ E.
Proof. For the construction of G(E) and the proof of the properties see [GT, Section 11.1].
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The set κo = {α ∈ κ : cf(α) = ω} is stationary in κ. By Lemma 1.4.3 there is a partition
of κo into |I| disjoint stationary subsets, κo = ⋃
i∈I
Ei. For i ∈ I we define Gi = G(Ei) as in
Lemma 3.3.1. For a subset Y ⊆ I let GY =
⊕
i∈Y
Gi.
Definition 3.3.2. Let E be a stationary subset of κ. We call a group A locally E–free, if,
for any smooth ascending chain {Kα : α < κ} of subgroups Kα of A with |Kα| < κ the set
{δ ∈ E : Kδ+1/Kδ is not ℵ1–free} is not stationary in κ.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let i 6= j ∈ I. Then Gi = G(Ei) is locally Ej–free but not locally Ei–free.
Proof. See [GT, Proposition 11.3.5].
Lemma 3.3.4. Let A be a cotorsion–free locally Ei–free group for some i ∈ I. Then
Hom(Gi, A) = 0.
Proof. See [GT, Corollary 11.3.6].
The next step is to construct groups HX such that Bext(GY ,HX) = 0 if Y ⊆ X.
Proposition 3.3.5. For every non–empty subset X of I there is an ℵ1–free group HX
of cardinality λ such that Bext(GY ,HX) = 0 if Y ⊆ X. Moreover, there is a λ–filtration
{HXα : α < λ} of HX such that HX/HXα is ℵ1–free for all α < λ.
Proof.
Let HX be the group constructed in Theorem 2.4.4 with {Gi : i ∈ X} as family of reduced
groups of cardinality κ and HX0 = L = Z(κ). Then Bext(Gi,HX) = 0 for all i ∈ X and
hence Bext(GY ,HX) = 0 for all Y ⊆ X. Let {HXα : α < λ} be the filtration from the
theorem. It remains to show that HX and HX/HXα are ℵ1–free. We will show by induction
on β < λ that HXβ is ℵ1–free. (The proof for HX/HXα is the same.) HX0 is ℵ1–free as a
free group. If β is a limit ordinal and HXγ is ℵ1–free for all γ < β, then HXβ is ℵ1–free as a
union of ℵ1–free groups. If β = γ + 1 for some γ and HXγ is ℵ1–free, then HXβ /HXγ ∼= Gi
for some i ∈ X. Hence HXβ is ℵ1–free as an extension of an ℵ1–free group by an ℵ1–free
group. Thus we have shown that the desired group HX exists for every subset X of I.
Lemma 3.3.6. Let X be a non–empty subset of I and i ∈ I\X. Then HX and HX/HX0
are locally Ei–free.
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Proof. The proof is the same as in [GT, Proposition 11.3.8].
It remains to show that Bext(GY ,HX) 6= 0 if Y * X.
Proposition 3.3.7. Let ∅ 6= X ⊆ I, i ∈ I\X and HX be the group constructed above.
Then Bext(Gi,HX) 6= 0.
Proof.
Let
0→ Ki → Xi → Gi → 0
be a balanced–projective resolution of Gi with |Ki| = |Xi| = κ. Since Gi is ℵ1–free, Xi
and Ki are free groups. Then the sequence
0→ Hom(Gi,HX)→ Hom(Xi,HX)→ Hom(Ki,HX)→ Bext(Gi,HX)→ 0
is exact. In order to show that Bext(Gi,HX) 6= 0, it is enough to show that there is a
homomorphism ϕ : Ki → HX which does not extend to a homomorphism ϕ˜ : Xi → HX .
Let ϕ : Ki → HX0 ⊆ HX be an isomorphism between the two free groups Ki and HX0 .
Assume for contradiction that there is an extension ϕ˜ : Xi → HX of ϕ. Let ϕ : Xi/Ki ∼=
Gi → HX/HX0 be the homomorphism induced by ϕ˜. By Proposition 3.3.5 HX/HX0 is ℵ1–
free and in particular cotorsion–free. By Lemma 3.3.6 HX/HX0 is locally Ei–free. Then
Hom(Gi,HX/HX0 ) = 0 by Lemma 3.3.4 . Hence ϕ = 0 and Xiϕ˜ = H
X
0 . Therefore, the
sequence
0→ Ker ϕ˜→ Xi ϕ˜→ HX0 → 0
splits and Xi = Ki⊕Ker ϕ˜. Hence Ker ϕ˜ ∼= Xi/Ki ∼= Gi is free, contradicting the fact that
Gi is not free. Thus there is no extension ϕ˜ of ϕ and Bext(Gi,HX) 6= 0.
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.3.8. There is an embedding from (P,⊆) into the lattice of all B–cotorsion
pairs (B,≤).
Proof.
Define Φ : (P,⊆) → (B,≤) by Y Φ = (⊥B (G⊥BY ), G⊥BY ) ∈ B for Y ⊆ I. Then for Y ′ ⊆ Y
we have GY ′ ⊆ GY and hence
⊥B (G⊥BY ′ ) ≤⊥B (G⊥BY ),
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i.e. Φ is order preserving. To show that Φ is injective let X 6= Y be subsets of I such that
X\Y 6= ∅. Then HY ∈ G⊥BY \G⊥BX by Propositions 3.3.5 and 3.3.7. Hence
Y Φ = (⊥B (G⊥BY ), G
⊥B
Y ) 6= (⊥B (G⊥BX ), G⊥BX ) = XΦ
if X 6= Y .
This Theorem shows that there are ascending, descending and anti–chains of arbitrary
length in the lattice of B–cotorsion pairs.
4 R–Whitehead groups
In 1952Whitehead asked the famous question if every groupA which satisfies Ext(A,Z) = 0
is free. Therefore, a group G is calledWhitehead group if Ext(G,Z) = 0 and, more general,
an S–module M is called Whitehead module if ExtS(M,S) = 0. Shelah [Sh1] has shown in
1974 that Whitehead’s problem is undecidable in ZFC. He proved that assuming V = L
all Whitehead groups of cardinality < ℵω1 are free. In contrast to that he constructed a
non–free Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 assuming Martin’s axiom and 2ℵ0 > ℵ1. One
year later Shelah [Sh2] has shown with the help of the singular compactness theorem (cf.
Lemma 1.4.6) that assuming V = L every Whitehead group is free. 1980 Shelah [Sh3]
translated Whitehead’s problem into a combinatorial problem. He proved that there is a
non–free Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there is a ladder system on a
stationary subset of ω1 which satisfies 2–uniformization.
In analogy to the definition of a Whitehead group we define a group G to be an R–
Whitehead group if Ext(G,R) = 0. In Section 4.1 we will show that an R–Whitehead
group is p–torsion–free for all p ∈ Π0. As for Whitehead groups we will see that the char-
acterization of R–Whitehead groups depends on the model of set theory. Assuming V = L
a torsion–free group G is an R–Whitehead group if and only if G ⊆⊕R0. Moreover, there
is a torsion–free R–Whitehead group G of cardinality ℵ1 which is not a subgroup of
⊕
R0
if and only if there is a ladder system on a stationary set which satisfies 2–uniformization.
Let R be a rational group and R0 its nucleus. Salce [Sa] has shown that for a mixed group
G
Ext(G,R) = 0 ⇔ Ext(T(G), R) = 0 and Ext(G/T(G), R) = 0.
Hence, in order to characterize R–Whitehead groups, we may consider torsion and torsion–
free groups seperately.
4.1 The torsion case
In this section we will concentrate on torsion groups G.
Proposition 4.1.1. Let G be a p–group. Then Ext(G,R) = 0 iff p ∈ ΠR.
Proof.
The sequence
0→ R→ Q→ Q/R→ 0
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is exact and Q/R ∼= ⊕
q∈Π0
Z(q∞). Then
0 = Hom(G,Q)→ Hom(G,Q/R)→ Ext(G,R)→ Ext(G,Q) = 0
is exact, too. Hence Hom(G,Q/R) ∼= Ext(G,R).
First assume that p ∈ ΠR. Then Hom(G,
⊕
q∈Π0
Z(q∞)) = 0 and therefore, Ext(G,R) = 0.
Now assume that Ext(G,R) = 0 and hence Hom(G,
⊕
q∈Π0
Z(q∞)) = 0. If p /∈ ΠR, then
there is a non–zero homomorphism from G to
⊕
q∈Π0
Z(q∞). Since this would contradict our
assumption, p is an element of ΠR.
The complete characterization of torsion groups G with Ext(G,R) = 0 follows immediately.
Corollary 4.1.2. Let G be a torsion group. Then Ext(G,R) = 0 iff Tp(G) = 0 for all
p /∈ ΠR.
4.2 The countable case
From now on we will concentrate on torsion–free groupsG. Obviously R0 is a principal ideal
domain and G⊗R0 is an R0–module. In Lemma 1.1.3 we have shown that ExtZ(G,R) = 0
exactly if ExtR0(G ⊗ R0, R) = 0. In the following we will often switch between G as a
group and G⊗R0 as R0–module and skip the index Z resp. R0 of Ext since it will be clear
from the context.
Definition 4.2.1. We call a torsion–free group G R0–free, if G ⊆
⊕
R0, i.e. if G⊗R0 is
a free R0–module.
Proposition 4.2.2. Let G be a rational group. Then Ext(G,R) = 0 if and only if G ⊆ R0.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we may assume that 1 ∈ G ⊆ Q. We will use Lemma 2.4.7 with
G instead of S.
First assume thatG ⊆ R0. We show that Ext(R0, R) = 0 since thenG satisfies Ext(G,R) =
0 as a subgroup of R0. It is RR0 = R since R0 ⊆ R. Hence R/RR0 = 0 is cotorsion and
therefore, Ext(R0, R) = 0.
For the other direction we will show that Ext(G,R) 6= 0 whenever G 6⊆ R0. If t(G) and
t(R) are incomparable or t(R) < t(G), then RG = 0 and therefore, R/RG = R is not
cotorsion (remember R 6= Q). Hence Ext(G,R) 6= 0.
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It remains to concentrate on the case where t(R0) < t(G) ≤ t(R). Then there are in-
finitely many primes p such that 0 < gp 6= ∞ for χG(1) = (gp)p∈Π. For these primes
1
p−gp+tp+1 /∈ RG holds. Hence R/RG ∼=
⊕
p
Z(pgp) is unbounded and therefore not cotorsion.
Thus Ext(G,R) 6= 0.
For idempotent types the ordering of the rational groups is preserved when switching to
the cotorsion pairs singly cogenerated by these rational groups.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let S0 be a rational group of idempotent type and R ≤ S0. Then
Ext(G,R) = 0 implies Ext(G,S0) = 0 for arbitrary groups G.
Proof.
The sequence
0→ R→ S0 → S0/R→ 0
is exact and S0/R ∼=
⊕
p∈ΠS\ΠR
Z(p∞). This implies the exactness of
0→ Hom(G,R)→ Hom(G,S0)→ Hom(G,S0/R)
→ Ext(G,R)→ Ext(G,S0)→ Ext(G,S0/R) = 0.
Hence if Ext(G,R) = 0, then Ext(G,S0) = 0, too.
Theorem 4.2.4. Let R0 be the set of all rational groups of idempotent type and CR0 the
set of all cotorsion pairs which are singly cogenerated by a rational group with idempotent
type.
Then there is an orderpreserving isomorphism Φ : (R0,≤) → (CR0 ,≤), given by R0Φ 7→
(⊥R0, (⊥R0)⊥).
Proof.
Let S0, R0 ∈ R0. If t(R0) ≤ t(S0), then by Proposition 4.2.3 Ext(G,R0) = 0 implies
Ext(G,S0) = 0 for any group G. Hence ⊥R0 ⊆ ⊥S0 and (⊥R0, (⊥R0)⊥) ≤ (⊥S0, (⊥S0)⊥).
If t(R0) < t(S0), then S0 ∈ ⊥S0\⊥R0 by Proposition 4.2.2, i.e. the equality only holds if
R0 = S0.
Now assume that t(R0) and t(S0) are incomparable. Then R0 ∈⊥R0\⊥S0 and
S0 ∈⊥S0\⊥R0 by Proposition 4.2.2. Hence (⊥R0, (⊥R0)⊥) and (⊥S0, (⊥S0)⊥) are incom-
parable.
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This is an interesting result since we have seen in Proposition 3.2.5 that the B–cotorsion
pairs which are singly cogenerated by rational groups are all incomparable.
We continue to characterize the cotorsion pairs which are singly cogenerated by a rational
group without idempotent type. Therefore, we need a preparatory Lemma.
Lemma 4.2.5. Let A ⊆ B be torsion–free R0–modules, A free and B/A bounded. Then
B is free.
Proof.
Since B/A is bounded, there exists an n ∈ N such that nB ⊆ A ⊆ B and p does not divide
n for all p ∈ ΠR. Since A is free, nB is free, too. Moreover, nB ∼= B and hence B is free.
Proposition 4.2.6. Let G be a torsion–free group of finite rank. Then Ext(G,R) = 0 if
and only if G is R0–free.
Proof.
First assume thatG is R0–free. ThenG⊗R0 is a free R0–module and ExtR0(G⊗R0, R) = 0.
By Lemma 1.1.3 Ext(G,R) = 0, too.
Now let Ext(G,R) = 0 and rk(G) = n. Assume that G ⊗ R0 is not free as R0–module.
Then choose a free R0–module F ⊆ G⊗R0 of rank n. The sequence
0→ F → G⊗R0 → (G⊗R0)/F → 0
is exact and T := (G⊗ R0)/F is a torsion module. T has only non–trivial p–components
for p ∈ Π0 since for every a ∈ G⊗R0 with pa ∈ F for some p ∈ ΠR, 1p(pa) = a ∈ F . If T is
bounded, G⊗ R0 is free by Lemma 4.2.5. Hence T has to be unbounded. We distinguish
the following two cases.
(i) There is p ∈ Π0 with Z(p∞) ⊆ T ;
(ii) the socle S(T ) of T is infinite.
In the first case Jp = Hom(Z(p∞), Z(p∞)) ⊆ Hom(T,Q/R). In the second case
∏
i<ω
Z(pi) =
Hom(
⊕
i<ω
Z(pi),
⊕
p∈Π0
Z(p∞)) ⊆ Hom(T,Q/R) where the pis are the orders of the elements
in S(T ). Since Ext(T,R) ∼= Hom(T,Q/R), we have in both cases |Ext(T,R)| ≥ 2ℵ0 .
The sequence
· · · → Hom(F,R)→ Ext(T,R)→ Ext(G⊗R0, R) = 0
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is exact. But since F is finitely generated, Hom(F,R) is countable, a contradiction. Hence
G⊗R0 has to be free, i.e. G is R0–free.
With the help of Pontryagin’s criterion we can generalize this result to groups of countable
rank.
Corollary 4.2.7. Let G be a torsion–free group of countable rank.
Then Ext(G,R) = 0 if and only if G is R0–free.
Proof.
If G is R0–free, then Ext(G,R) = 0 as before. Now, let Ext(G,R) = 0. By Lemma 1.1.3
this is equivalent to Ext(G ⊗ R0, R) = 0. Then Ext(M,R) = 0 for every finite rank R0–
submodule M of G ⊗ R0. By Proposition 4.2.6 M is a free R0–module. Since this holds
for every finite rank R0–submodule, G ⊗ R0 is ℵ1–free by Lemma 1.4.5. Since G ⊗ R0 is
countable, it is a free R0–module and G is R0–free.
4.3 R–Whitehead groups assuming V=L
In this section we will show that assuming V = L a torsion–free groupG is an R–Whitehead
group if and only if it is R0–free. L denotes Go¨del’s constructible universe. The assumption
V = L implies that the continuum hypothesis (2ℵ0 = ℵ1) holds. Moreover there are some
prediction principles which hold assuming V = L. We will use the weak diamond which
we define in Definition 4.3.4.
For the characterization of R–Whitehead groups we need the following result on Whitehead
modules. Recall that a PID S is slender if every homomorphism ϕ :
∏
i<ω
Sei → S maps
almost all eis (i < ω) to 0. For example, R0 is a slender PID.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let V = L hold and S be a slender PID of cardinality ≤ ℵ1. Then every
Whitehead module is free.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Corollary XII.1.11].
Corollary 4.3.2. Let V = L hold and G be a torsion–free group. Then Ext(G,R0) = 0 if
and only if G is R0–free.
Proof.
First assume that G ⊆⊕R0. By Lemma 4.2.2 Ext(G,R0) = 0 since the first component
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is closed under direct sums and subgroups.
Now assume that Ext(G,R0) = 0. By Lemma 1.1.3 this is equivalent to Ext(G⊗R0, R0) =
0. Hence G⊗R0 has to be a Whitehead–module and by Lemma 4.3.1 G⊗R0 is free.
Corollary 4.3.3. Let V = L hold. If G is torsion–free and Ext(G,R0) = 0, then
Ext(G,T ) = 0 for all T ≥ R0.
Proof.
By Corollary 4.3.2 Ext(G,R0) = 0 implies that G ⊆
⊕
R0 ⊆
⊕
T0. Since the first
component of Ext is closed under direct sums and subgroups, Lemma 4.2.2 shows that
Ext(G,T ) = 0 for all T ≥ R0.
In order to generalize Corollary 4.3.2 to rational groups which are not of idempotent type,
we will need the following prediction principle that is called the weak diamond. It was
discovered by Devlin and Shelah [DS] and is a weakening of the ♦–principle which is due
to Jensen (see [EM, Definition VI.1.1]).
Definition 4.3.4. Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal and E a stationary subset of
κ. By Φκ(E) we denote the following principle.
Let for every α ∈ E a function Pα : P(α)→ 2 = {0, 1} be given. Then there is a function
ρ : E → 2 such that {α ∈ E : Pα(X ∩ α) = ρ(α)} is stationary in κ for every X ⊆ κ.
Φκ(E) is called the weak diamond.
Remark 4.3.5. V = L implies Φκ(E) for every stationary subset of κ (cf.[EM]).
We will not use the weak diamond itself but the following consequence of it.
Lemma 4.3.6. Let Φκ(E) hold. Then for all sets A of cardinality κ, B of cardinality ≤ κ,
κ–filtrations {Aν : ν ∈ κ} and {Bν : ν ∈ κ} of A resp. B and every family of functions
Pα :AαBα → 2 (α ∈ E), there is a function ρ : E → 2 such that for all functions f : A→ B
the set {α ∈ E : Pα(fAα) = ρ(α)} is stationary in κ.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Lemma VI.1.7].
We now prove the existence of a so–called associated free resolution of a module A and a
given κ–filtration {Aα : α < κ}. Here we will only give the proof for PIDs. For arbitrary
rings see [EM, Lemma XII.1.8].
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Lemma 4.3.7. Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal and {Aα : α < κ} a κ–filtration of
the R0–module A. Then there is a short exact sequence
0→ K → F ϕ→ A→ 0
where K and F are free R0–modules, F =
⊕
α<κ
Fα,K =
⊕
α<κ
Kα and
|Fα|, |Kα| < κ for all α < κ. Moreover, there exists a commutative diagram
0 -
⊕
β<α
Kβ -
⊕
β<α
Fβ
ϕα -Aα - 0
? ? ?
0 - K - F ϕ - A - 0
with exact rows where the vertical arrows are inclusions.
Proof.
We will construct the modules Fα and Kα by induction on α. For α = 1 choose a free
resolution
0→ K0 → F0 ϕ1→ A1 → 0.
Assume that Fβ,Kβ and ϕγ are already defined for all β < γ < α such that ϕγ extends
ϕγ′ for every γ′ < γ.
If α is a limit ordinal, let ϕα =
⋃
β<α
ϕβ . Then ϕα :
⊕
β<α
Fβ → Aα.
Now assume that α = γ + 1. Choose a free module Fγ of cardinality < κ such that there
exists an epimorphism ψγ : Fγ → Aγ+1. Define ϕα :
⊕
β<α
Fβ → Aγ+1 by ϕα
⊕
β<γ
Fβ = ϕγ
and ϕαFγ = ψγ . Choose a basis {bi : i ∈ I} of ψ−1γ [Aγ ] and {fi : i ∈ I} ⊆
⊕
β<γ
Fβ such
that ϕγ(fi) = ψγ(bi). Let Kγ be the R0–module generated by {bi − fi : i ∈ I}. Then
0→
⊕
β<α
Kβ →
⊕
β<α
Fβ
ϕα→ Aα → 0
is exact. Now, let K =
⊕
α<κ
Kα, F =
⊕
α<κ
Fα and ϕ =
⋃
β<κ
ϕβ. Obviously, K and F are free
and the Lemma is shown.
In the next lemma we generalize a result from [EM]. We will use it to prove that assuming
V = L every R–Whitehead group is R0–free.
Lemma 4.3.8. Let F be a free R0–module and H and K submodules of F such that F/H
is free and Ext(F/(H +K), R) 6= 0.
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Then there are homomorphisms f0, f1 : K → R such that there exists no homomorphism
h : H → R which can simultaneously be extended to a homomorphism from F to R con-
taining f0 and to a homomorphism from F to R containing f1.
Proof.
Let f0 be the zero homomorphism. Since F/(H+K) ∼= (F/H)/((H+K)/H), the sequence
0→ (H +K)/H → F/H → F/(H +K)→ 0
is exact. Then
0→ Hom(F/(H +K), R)→ Hom(F/H,R)
→ Hom((H +K)/H,R)→ Ext(F/(H +K), R)→ 0
is exact with Ext(F/(H + K), R) 6= 0. Therefore, there is a homomorphism g : (H +
K)/H → R which cannot be extended to a homomorphism from F/H to R. Now, let
ρ : K → (H +K)/H be the canonical epimorphism and f1 = g ◦ ρ : K → R.
Assume that h0, h1 : F → R are homomorphisms extending f0 resp. f1 and h0H = h1H.
Then h1 − h0 : F/H → R is a well–defined homomorphism induced by h1 − h0. It is
(h1 − h0)H = 0 and (h1 − h0)K = g ◦ ρ. Hence h1 − h0 extends g, a contradiction.
Therefore, f0 and f1 are our desired homomorphisms.
We are now in the position to prove our main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3.9. Let V = L hold and G be a torsion–free group. Then G is an R–
Whitehead group if and only if G is R0–free.
Proof.
We have already shown that Ext(G,R) = 0, if G is R0–free. Now assume that not every
torsion–free R–Whitehead group is R0–free and let A ∈ R0 −Mod be a counter example
of minimal cardinality κ. Then every submodule U of A of smaller cardinality satisfies
Ext(U,R) = 0 and hence is free. Therefore, A is κ–free. Corollary 4.2.7 implies that κ is
uncountable and by Lemma 1.4.6 κ has to be regular.
Now choose a κ–filtration {Aα : α < κ} of A and an associated free resolution {Fα : α < κ}
and {Kα : α < κ} as in Lemma 4.3.7. Let E = {α ∈ κ : Aα+1/Aα not free }. Since A
is not free, E is stationary in κ by Lemma 1.4.8. Because A was a counter example of
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minimal cardinality, Ext(Aα+1/Aα, R) 6= 0 for all α ∈ E. Moreover,
Aα+1/Aα ∼=
 ⊕
β<α+1
Fβ/
⊕
β<α+1
Kβ
 /
⊕
β<α
Fβ/
⊕
β<α
Kβ

∼= Fα/Kα ∼=
 ⊕
β<α+1
Fβ
 /
⊕
β<α
Fβ ⊕Kα
 .
Next we apply Lemma 4.3.8 with
⊕
β<α+1
Fβ instead of F ,
⊕
β<α
Fβ instead of H and Kα in-
stead of K. Then there are homomorphisms f0α, f1α : Kα → R with the properties stated
in Lemma 4.3.8. Define for every α ∈ E a function Pα :
⊕
β<α
Fβ
R→ 2 in the following way.
For a homomorphism h :
⊕
β<α
Fβ → R let Pα(h) = 0 if and only if h cannot be extended
to a homomorphism from
⊕
β<α+1
Fβ to R that contains f0α. Hence if Pα(h) = 1, then h
cannot be extended to a homomorphism from
⊕
β<α+1
Fβ to R that contains f1α (see Lemma
4.3.8). Since we assume V = L, the weak diamond Φκ(E) holds. Lemma 4.3.6 implies
that there exists a function ρ : E → 2 such that for every function f : F → R the set
{α ∈ E : Pα(f
⊕
β<α
Fβ) = ρ(α)} is stationary in κ. Now let g =
⊕
α<κ
fρ(α)α : K → R.
Suppose that g could be extended to a homomorphism h : F → R. Choose α such that
Pα(h
⊕
β<α
Fβ) = ρ(α). By definition of Pα the homomorphism h
⊕
β<α
Fβ cannot be ex-
tended to a homomorphism from
⊕
β<α+1
Fβ → R that contains fρ(α)α. But h is such an
extension, a contradiction. Hence g cannot be extended to a homomorphism from F to R,
i.e. Hom(F,R)→ Hom(K,R) is not an epimorphism and Ext(A,R) 6= 0 which contradicts
our assumption. Therefore, every R0–module A satisfying Ext(A,R) = 0 is free. Hence
every torsion–free R–Whitehead group is R0–free.
4.4 Uniformization and the existence of non–R0–free R–Whitehead
groups
In this section we will show that there is a torsion–free non–R0–free R–Whitehead group
of cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there is a ladder system on a stationary subset of ω1 which
has the 2–uniformization property.
Let R be a rational group and p ∈ Π0. Then let R(p) be the rational group isomorphic to
R such that p does not divide 1 in R(p).
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Definition 4.4.1. Let κ, σ be cardinals with σ < κ and E ⊆ κ such that for all δ ∈ E
holds δ ∈ LORD and cf(δ) = σ.
(a) Let δ ∈ E. Then a function ηδ : σ → δ is called a ladder on δ if it is strictly increasing
and has range cofinal in δ.
(b) A family η = {ηδ : δ ∈ E} is called a ladder system on E if every ηδ is a ladder on δ.
(c) Let λ be a cardinal ≥ 2. A λ–colouring of a ladder system η on E is a family
c = {cδ : δ ∈ E} such that each cδ is a map from σ to λ.
(d) A uniformization of a colouring c of η is a pair (f, f∗) such that f : κ→ λ, f∗ : E → σ
and for every δ ∈ E and ν ≥ f∗(δ) the equality f(ηδ(ν)) = cδ(ν) holds.
(e) A ladder system η has the λ–uniformization property (λ–UP) if every λ–colouring of
η can be uniformized.
Lemma 4.4.2. If the ladder system η has the 2–uniformization property, then η also has
the p–uniformization property for every finite p.
Proof. See [EM, Lemma XIII.3.2].
Construction of non–R0–free R–Whitehead groups
Let p ∈ Π0 and η be a ladder system on the stationary set E ⊆ lim(ω1). Let Fp be
the free R0–module with basis {xi : i ∈ ω1} ∪ {zδ,k : δ ∈ E, k ∈ ω} and Kp the free
submodule of Fp generated by {wδ,k : δ ∈ E, k ∈ ω} with wδ,k = zδ,k − pzδ,k+1 + xηδ(k).
Define Gp(η) = Fp/Kp. We will show that Gp(η) is a non–free Whitehead module and in
particular an R–Whitehead group which is not R0–free.
Proposition 4.4.3. Gp(η) is a non–free R0–module, i.e. Gp(η) is a non–R0–free group.
Proof.
By Lemma 1.4.8 we have to show that the Γ–invariant of Gp(η) is not zero. Therefore, we
choose a filtration {Gα : α < ω1} where Gα is generated by {zδ,k +Kp : δ ∈ E, δ < α,
k ∈ ω} ∪ {xδ+1 +Kp : δ + 1 < α}. We will show that for all α ∈ E the module Gα+1/Gα
is not free. For ease of notation let M be freely generated by {zk : k ∈ ω} and N by
{zk − pzk+1 : k ∈ ω}. Then Gα+1/Gα ∼=M/N for all α ∈ E.
We will use the fact that M/N is not free if and only if N is not a direct summand of M .
Assume for contradiction thatN is a direct summand ofM . Then there is a homomorphism
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ϕ :M →M with ϕ(zk − pzk+1) = zk for all k ∈ ω. Let ϕ(zm) =
∑
k∈ω
rm,kzk with rm,k ∈ R0
and almost all rm,k = 0. Then
zm = ϕ(zm − pzm+1) =
∑
k∈ω
(rm,k − prm+1,k)zk
=
∑
k 6=m
(rm,k − prm+1,k)zk + (rm,m − prm+1,m)zm.
Comparing coefficients yields
rm,k = prm+1,k if k 6= m
and
rm,m − prm+1,m = 1.
Hence
pm+1rm+1,m = pm(rm,m − 1) = r0,m − pm
for all m. Then there is mˆ ∈ N such that r0,mˆ = 0 and
pmˆ+1rmˆ+1,mˆ = −pmˆ.
Hence −prmˆ+1,mˆ = 1, a contradiction since 1 is not divisible by p in R0. Therefore M/N
is not free and E ⊆ Γ(Gp(η)). By Lemma 1.4.8 Gp(η) is not free.
Lemma 4.4.4. For every homomorphism ψ : Kp → R(p) there is a homomorphism
θ : Fp → R(p) such that for all δ ∈ E and k ∈ ω
(θ − ψ)(wδ,k) ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}.
Proof.
Let θ(xi) = 0 for all i ∈ ω1. For δ ∈ E we will define θ(zδ,k) by induction on k. Let
θ(zδ,0) = 0 and assume that θ(zδ,n) is already defined for all n ≤ k. Then choose ψ′(wδ,k) ∈
{0, . . . , p− 1} such that θ(zδ,k)− ψ(wδ,k)− ψ′(wδ,k) is divisible by p in R(p). Define
θ(zδ,k+1) =
θ(zδ,k)− ψ(wδ,k)− ψ′(wδ,k)
p
∈ R(p).
Then
θ(wδ,k) = θ(zδ,k)− pθ(zδ,k+1) + θ(xηδ(k))
= θ(zδ,k)− θ(zδ,k) + ψ(wδ,k) + ψ′(wδ,k)
= ψ(wδ,k) + ψ′(wδ,k)
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and hence
(θ − ψ)(wδ,k) = ψ′(wδ,k) ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}.
Theorem 4.4.5. If η has the 2–UP, then Ext(Gp(η), R) = 0.
Proof.
Without loss of generality we can assume that 1 ∈ R is not divisible by p (otherwise
replace R by R(p)). By Lemma 4.4.2 η has also the p–uniformization property. To show
that Ext(Gp(η), R) = 0, we will show that every homomorphism from Kp to R extends to
a homomorphism from Fp to R. Therefore, let a homomorphism ψ : Kp → R be given. By
Lemma 4.4.4 there is θ : Fp → R such that for all δ ∈ E, k ∈ ω
(θ − ψ)(wδ,k) ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}.
Define a p–colouring cδ(k) = (θ − ψ)(wδ,k). Since η has the p–UP, there are maps f, f∗
such that f(ηδ(k)) = cδ(k) = (θ − ψ)(wδ,k) for all k ≥ f∗(δ). Let ϕ′(xi) = f(i) for all
i ∈ ω1 and ϕ′(zδ,k) = 0 for k ≥ f∗(δ). Then
ϕ′(wδ,k) = ϕ′(zδ,k)− pϕ′(zδ,k+1) + ϕ′(xηδ(k)) = f(ηδ(k)) = (θ − ψ)(wδ,k)
for k ≥ f∗(δ). Let ϕ(xi) = (θ−ϕ′)(xi) for i ∈ ω1 and ϕ(zδ,k) = (θ−ϕ′)(zδ,k) for k ≥ f∗(δ).
Then
ϕ(xi) = −ϕ′(xi) = −f(i)
and
ϕ(zδ,k) = θ(zδ,k)− ϕ′(zδ,k) = θ(zδ,k)
if k ≥ f∗(δ). Hence
ϕ(wδ,k) = ϕ(zδ,k)− pϕ(zδ,k+1) + ϕ(xηδ(k))
= θ(zδ,k)− pθ(zδ,k+1)− (θ − ψ)(wδ,k)
= ψ(wδ,k)
for k ≥ f∗(δ). For k < f∗(δ) we define ϕ(zδ,k) backwards by
ϕ(zδ,k) = ψ(wδ,k) + pϕ(zδ,k+1)− ϕ(xηδ(k)).
Then ϕ(wδ,k) = ψ(wδ,k) for all δ ∈ E, k ∈ ω and ϕ is an extension of ψ to Fp. Hence
Ext(Gp(η), R) = 0.
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Remark 4.4.6. The special case R = R0 in Theorem 4.4.5 shows that Gp(η) is also a
non–free Whitehead module.
For every p ∈ Π0 the group Gp(η) is a non–R0–free R–Whitehead group. If p 6= q ∈ Π0,
then Gp(η) and Gq(η) are non–isomorphic.
Lemma 4.4.7. There is no isomorphism ϕ : Gq(η)→ Gp(η) for p 6= q ∈ Π0.
Proof.
Assume for contradiction that there is an isomorphism ϕ : Gq(η)→ Gp(η) for p 6= q ∈ Π0.
Choose ω1–filtrations {Gpα : α < ω1} for Gp(η) and {Gqα : α < ω1} for Gq(η) as in the
proof of Proposition 4.4.3. Then Gpα+1/G
p
α is p–divisible for all α ∈ E and Gqα+1/Gqα is
q–divisible for all α ∈ E. Hence Gpβ/Gpα contains a non–zero p–divisible subgroup for all
β > α and Gqβ/G
q
α contains a non–zero q–divisible subgroup for all β > α. Obviously
Gpβ/G
p
α contains no non–zero q–divisible subgroup for all β > α and G
q
β/G
q
α contains no
non–zero p–divisible subgroup for all β > α.
The set {Gqαϕ : α < ω1} is an ω1–filtration of Gp(η). Let C = {α ∈ ω1 : Gpα = Gqαϕ}. Then
C is a cub since two ω1–filtrations of Gp(η) coincide on a cub. Let α < β ∈ E ∩ C 6= ∅.
Then
Gpβ/G
p
α = G
q
βϕ/G
q
αϕ
and the group on the left hand side contains a non–zero p–divisible subgroup while the
group on the right hand side contains no non–zero p–divisible subgroup. A contradiction.
Hence there is no isomorphism ϕ : Gq(η)→ Gp(η) for p 6= q ∈ Π0.
The existence of non–R0–free R–Whitehead groups implies 2–uniformization
Lemma 4.4.8. Let H be an abelian group and Y, Y ′ finite subsets of H with |Y |2 < |Y ′|.
Then there exists b ∈ Y ′ such that Y and b+ Y are disjoint.
Proof.
It is |{x − y : x, y ∈ Y }| ≤ |Y |2 < |Y ′|. Hence there is b ∈ Y ′\{x − y : x, y ∈ Y }. Then
b+ Y and Y are disjoint.
Let p ∈ Π0. For x ∈ R(p) define [x] := b with b ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} and b ≡ |x| mod pR(p).
Moreover, let jp ∈ N0 be maximal with pjp divides 1 ∈ R. Then [pjpm] = [pjpm′] if and
only if |m| ≡ |m′| mod pR.
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Lemma 4.4.9. Let p ∈ Π0. Then there exist k0p and k1p ∈ R and a function Φp : R/pR→ 2
such that Φp(m+ klp + pR) = l (l = 0, 1) for all m ∈ R with (2[pjpm] + 1)2 < p.
Proof.
Let k0p = 0, H = Y
′ := R/pR and Y = {m + pR : (2[pjpm] + 1)2 < p}. Then |Y |2 < |Y ′|
and we can apply Lemma 4.4.8. Hence there is b ∈ Y ′ such that Y and b+ Y are disjoint.
Choose k1p ∈ {0, 1pjp , . . . ,
p−1
pjp
} with k1p + pR = b. Then k0p + Y + pR and k1p + Y + pR are
disjoint and we can define Φp with the desired property.
Lemma 4.4.10. Let p ∈ Π0, r ≥ 0 and µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) be a sequence of elements in R0.
Then there exist klp,µ ∈ R (l = 0, 1) and a function Φp,µ : R/pR → 2 with the property
that if m0, . . . ,mr ∈ R with (2[pjpmi] + 1)2r+2 < p for all i ≤ r, then Φp,µ(m0+
r∑
i=1
µimi+
klp,µ + pR) = l for l = 0, 1.
Proof.
We apply Lemma 4.4.8 to H = R/pR = Y ′ and
Y = {m0 +
r∑
i=1
µimi + pR : (2[pjpmi] + 1)2r+2 < p}.
It is
|Y |2 ≤ (2 max
i≤r
(
[pjpmi]
)
+ 1)2r+2 < p = |Y ′|
and hence there exists b ∈ Y ′ such that b+ Y and Y are disjoint. Let k0p,µ = 0 and choose
k1p,µ ∈ {0, . . . , p−1pjp } with k1p,µ+ pR = b. Then k0p,µ+Y + pR and k1p,µ+Y + pR are disjoint
and we can define Φp,µ.
Before we can proceed we need to define a strictly increasing sequence of integers in the
following way. Let p ∈ Π0 and a positive integer r be given. Let t0 = 0. If ti−1 is already
defined, let ti = ti−1 + di where di is the smallest integer such that
(2pti−1 + 1)2r+2p2ti−1 < pdii .
Moreover, for x ∈ R(p) define [x]ip := b where b ∈ {0, . . . , pti − 1} such that b ≡ |x| mod
ptiR(p).
Lemma 4.4.11. Let r ≥ 0 and p ∈ Π0. Moreover let ti (i ∈ N0) be the sequence defined
above. Then for every sequence of functions µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) with µj : ω → R0 and every
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i ≥ 1 there exist a function Φi,µ : R(p)/pR(p) → 2 and integers kln,µ ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}
(ti−1 ≤ n < ti, l = 0, 1) such that for all m0, . . . ,mr ∈ R(p) with [mj ]ip ≤ pti−1 and
kν ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} for ν < ti−1
Φi,µ(m0 +
r∑
j=1
(∑
ν<ti
pνµj(ν)
)
mj +
∑
ν<ti−1
pνkν +
ti−1∑
n=ti−1
pnkln,µ + p
tiR(p)) = l.
Proof.
Again we apply Lemma 4.4.8 with H = R(p)/ptiR(p),
Y ={m0 +
r∑
j=1
(∑
ν<ti
pνµj(ν)
)
mj +
∑
ν<ti−1
pνkν + ptiR(p) : [mj ]ip ≤ pti−1
for all j ≤ r, kν ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}}
and
Y ′ = {
ti−1∑
n=ti−1
pnxn + ptiR(p) : xn ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}}.
Then |Y | ≤ (2pti−1 + 1)r+1pti−1 and |Y ′| = pti−1−ti−1+1 = pdi . Hence |Y |2 < |Y ′| by
definition of the tis. By Lemma 4.4.8 there is b ∈ Y ′ such that Y and b + Y are disjoint.
Then b =
ti−1∑
n=ti−1
pnbn + ptiR(p) where bn ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. Let k0n,µ = 0 and k1n,µ = bn
(ti−1 ≤ n < ti). Then we can define Φi,µ with the above property.
Lemma 4.4.12. Let λ = 2 or λ = ω and S ⊆ ω1 a stationary set. Moreover, assume
that there is a ω1–filtration {Bν : ν ∈ ω1} of a set B of cardinality ℵ1 and a family of
functions ηγ : ω → Bγ (γ ∈ S) such that for every λ–colouring {cγ : γ ∈ S} there exists
a pair (f, f∗) with f : B → λ, f∗ : S → ω and for every γ ∈ S and n ≥ f∗(γ) holds
f(ηγ(n)) = cγ(n).
Then there is a stationary subset S′ of S with S˜ = S˜′ and a ladder system on S′ which has
the λ–uniformization property.
Proof. For the proof see [EM, Lemma XIII.2.4].
Now, we can prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.4.13. If A is a torsion–free, non–R0–free R–Whitehead group of cardinality
ℵ1, then there exists a ladder system on a stationary set which has the 2–uniformization
property.
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Proof.
Let A be a torsion–free, non–R0–free R–Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1. Then A⊗R0 =:
Aˆ is a non–free R0–module of cardinality ℵ1 with Ext(Aˆ, R) = 0. Aˆ is ℵ1–free by Corollary
4.2.7 and the set S′ = {ν < ω1 : Aˆ/Aν not ℵ1–free } is stationary in ω1 for every ω1–
filtration {Aν : ν ∈ ω1} of Aˆ by Lemma 1.4.8. Choose an ω1–filtration {Aα : α ∈ ω1}
such that Aα+1/Aα is not free whenever Aˆ/Aα is not ℵ1–free. By Pontryagin’s criterion
(see Lemma 1.4.5) we can assume that Aγ+1/Aγ has finite rank for γ ∈ S′ = {α < ω1 :
Aα+1/Aα not free }. Moreover, by Lemma 1.4.2 we can assume that there is r ∈ ω such
that
S = {γ ∈ ω1 : Aγ+1/Aγ is not free of rank r + 1 and every subgroup of rank r is free }
is stationary in ω1.
First we will prove the result for a special case. Assume that S is as above with r = 0.
Moreover, assume that for every γ ∈ S the module Aγ+1 is generated over Aγ by the set
{zγ,n : n ∈ ω} and the relations
pγ,nzγ,n+1 = zγ,0 + aγ,n
where the pγ,n ∈ Π0 are all distinct and aγ,n ∈ Aγ . (Note that this special case can only
occur if |Π0| =∞.)
We define inductively a free resolution
0→ K → F ϕ→ Aˆ→ 0
of Aˆ as in Lemma 4.3.7. Assume that Fβ, Kβ and ϕα are already defined for β < α ≤ γ
such that
0→
⊕
β<α
Kβ →
⊕
β<α
Fβ
ϕα→ Aα → 0
and ϕα extends ϕα′ for all α′ < α. If γ ∈ S, let Fγ =
⊕
n∈ω
zγ,nR0 and define ψγ : Fγ → Aγ+1
by zγ,n 7→ zγ,n. Let ϕγ+1 :
⊕
β<γ+1
Fβ → Aγ+1 be given by ϕγ+1
⊕
β<γ
Fβ = ϕγ and ϕγ+1Fγ =
ψγ . Then Kγ has a basis {wγ,n : n ∈ ω} with
wγ,n = zγ,0 − pγ,nzγ,n+1 + a′γ,n
where ϕγ(a′γ,n) = aγ,n. If γ /∈ S, define Fγ ,Kγ and ϕγ+1 as in Lemma 4.3.7. Finally let
K =
⊕
β<ω1
Kβ , F =
⊕
β<ω1
Fβ and ϕ =
⋃
β<ω1
ϕβ.
Now let B = Z×F and Bν = Z× (
⊕
β<ν
Fβ). For γ ∈ S define ηγ(n) = (pγ,n, a′γ,n) ∈ Bγ . By
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Lemma 4.4.9 there exist k0pγ,n and k
1
pγ,n ∈ R and a function Φpγ,n : R/R(p) → 2 with the
properties stated there. Let a 2–coloring c = {cγ : γ ∈ S} be given and define θ : K → R
by θ(wγ,n) = k
cγ(n)
pγ,n . Since Ext(Aˆ, R) = 0, there is an extension θ¯ : F → R. We define the
uniformizing map f on B as follows
f((k, y)) =
Φk(θ¯(y) + kR) if k ∈ Π0,0 otherwise.
Moreover, we define
f∗(γ) = min{n ∈ N|∀m ≥ n : pγ,m > (2[θ¯(zγ,0)] + 1)2}.
Then for all n ≥ f∗(γ) holds f(ηγ(n)) = cγ(n):
It is
θ¯(a′γ,n) = θ(wγ,n)− θ¯(zγ,0) + pγ,nθ¯(zγ,n+1)
and hence
θ¯(a′γ,n) + pγ,nR = k
cγ(n)
pγ,n − θ¯(zγ,0) + pγ,nR.
Therefore,
f(ηγ(n)) = f((pγ,n, a′γ,n))
= Φpγ,n(θ¯(a
′
γ,n) + pγ,nR)
= Φpγ,n(k
cγ(n)
pγ,n − θ¯(zγ,0) + pγ,nR)
= cγ(n).
Hence by Lemma 4.4.12 there is a ladder system with the 2–uniformization property. This
completes the proof in our special case.
In the general case using Lemma 1.4.2 again and if necessary replacing Aγ+1/Aγ by a
submodule we can assume that one of the following two cases holds.
1) For all γ ∈ S holds that Aγ+1/Aγ has a free submodule Lγ/Aγ of rank r such that
Aγ+1/Lγ as abelian group has a type which p–entries are all 0 or 1 if p ∈ Π0 and ∞
if p ∈ ΠR.
2) There is a prime p ∈ Π0 such that for all γ ∈ S, Aγ+1/Aγ has a free submodule
Lγ/Aγ of rank r such that the entries of the type of Aγ+1/Aγ as abelian group are
∞ for p and all q ∈ ΠR and 0 otherwise.
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Then Aγ+1 is generated over Aγ by a set {yγ,j : j = 1, . . . , r} ∪ {zγ,n : n ∈ ω} modulo the
following relations.
1) pγ,nzγ,n+1 = zγ,0 −
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)yγ,j + aγ,n (n ∈ ω)
where pγ,n are different primes in Π0 and µγ,j(n) ∈ R0, aγ,n ∈ Aγ ;
2) pzγ,n+1 = zγ,n −
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)yγ,j + aγ,n (n ∈ ω)
where µγ,j(n) ∈ R0 and aγ,n ∈ Aγ .
Again we construct a free resolution of Aˆ as in Lemma 4.3.7.
0→ K → F ϕ→ Aˆ→ 0
Fγ has {zγ,n : n ∈ ω} as basis and Kγ has a basis {wγ,n : n ∈ ω} where the wγ,n depend
on the case.
1) wγ,n = zγ,0 − pγ,nzγ,n+1 −
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)yγ,j + a′γ,n with ϕγ(a′γ,n) = aγ,n.
2) wγ,n = zγ,n − pzγ,n+1 −
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)yγ,j + a′γ,n with ϕγ(a′γ,n) = aγ,n.
For the first case let B = Rr0 × Z × F and Bν = Rr0 × Z × (
⊕
β<ν
Fβ). Define µγ(n) =
〈µγ,j(n) : j = 1, . . . , r〉 and ηγ : ω → B by
ηγ(n) =
〈
µγ(n), pγ,n, a′γ,n
〉
.
By Lemma 4.4.10 there are k0pγ,n,µγ(n) and k
1
pγ,n,µγ(n)
∈ R and a function Φpγ,n,µγ(n) :
R/pR → 2 with the properties stated there. Let a 2–colouring c = {cγ : γ ∈ S} be given.
Then define θ : K → R by θ(wγ,n) = kcγ(n)pγ,n,µγ(n). Since Ext(Aˆ, R) = 0, there is an extension
θ¯ : F → R of θ. Then let f : B → 2,
f(w) = Φp,µ(θ¯(a) + pR) for w = 〈µ, p, a〉 with µ ∈ Rr0, p ∈ Z, a ∈ F.
Moreover, define f∗ : S → ω by
f∗(γ) = min{n ∈ N|∀m ≥ n : (2[pjpγ,nγ,n θ¯(zγ,0)] + 1)2r+2 < pγ,m and
(2[p
jpγ,n
γ,n θ¯(yγ,j)] + 1)2r+2 < pγ,m for j = 1, . . . , r}.
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Then for all n ≥ f∗(γ) holds f(ηγ(n)) = cγ(n):
It is
θ¯(a′γ,n) + pγ,nR = θ(wγ,n)− θ¯(zγ,0) +
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)θ¯(yγ,j) + pR
= kcγ(n)pγ,nµγ(n) − θ¯(zγ,0) +
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)θ¯(yγ,j) + pR
and hence
f(ηγ(n)) = Φpγ,n,µγ(n)(θ¯(a
′
γ,n) + pR)
= Φpγ,n,µγ(n)(k
cγ(n)
pγ,nµγ(n)
− θ¯(zγ,0) +
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(n)θ¯(yγ,j) + pR)
= cγ(n).
Then by Lemma 4.4.12 there is a ladder system which satisfies the 2–uniformization. This
completes the proof in the first case.
In the second case we can assume without loss of generality that R = R(p). Define a strictly
increasing sequence of integers in the following way. Let t0 = 0. If ti−1 is already defined,
let ti = ti−1 + di where di is the smallest integer such that (2pti−1 + 1)2r+2p2ti−1 < pdii .
Now, let B =
⊕
ω
Rr0 ×
⊕
ω
F and Bν =
⊕
ω
Rr0 ×
⊕
ω
(
⊕
β<ν
Fβ). Define µγ(n) = 〈µγ,j(m) : j = 1,
. . . , r,m < tn+1〉 > and ηγ(n) =
〈
µγ(n), a′γ,m : m < tn+1
〉
. By Lemma 4.4.11 there are
integers k0n,µγ(n) and k
1
n,µγ(n)
and a function Φi,µγ(n) : R(p)/pR(p) → 2 with the property
stated there. Let a 2–coloring c = {cγ : γ ∈ S} be given. Let bn = max{i ∈ N0 : ti ≤ n}
and define θ : K → R by θ(wγ,n) = kcγ(bn)n,µγ(n). Then there is an extension θ¯ : F → R of θ.
For w = 〈〈µj(m) : j = 1, . . . , r〉 , a′m : m < ti〉 ∈ B let f : B → 2,
f(w) = Φi,µ(
∑
m<ti
pmθ¯(a′m) + p
tiR)
and f∗ : S → ω,
f∗(γ) = min{n ∈ N|∀m ≥ n : [θ¯(zγ,0)]m+1p ≤ ptm and [θ¯(yγ,j)]m+1p ≤ ptm for all j ≤ r}.
Then for all n ≥ f∗(γ) is f(ηγ(n)) = cγ(n):
We have
θ¯(a′γ,m) = θ(wγ,m)− θ¯(zγ,m) + pθ¯(zγ,m+1) +
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(m)θ¯(yγ,j)
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and therefore,∑
m<tn+1
pmθ¯(a′γ,m) + p
tn+1R =
∑
m<tn+1
pmk
cγ(bm)
m,µγ(m)
+
∑
m<tn+1
pm+1θ¯(zγ,m+1)
−
∑
m<tn+1
pmθ¯(zγ,m) +
∑
m<tn+1
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(m)θ¯(yγ,j) + ptn+1R
=
∑
m<tn
pmk
cγ(bm)
m,µγ(m)
+
tn+1−1∑
m=tn
pmk
cγ(bn)
m,µγ(m)
− θ¯(zγ,0)
+
∑
m<tn+1
r∑
j=1
µγ,j(m)θ¯(yγ,j) + ptn+1R.
Hence f(ηγ(n)) = cγ(n) and by Lemma 4.4.12 there is a ladder system which satisfies the
2–uniformization.
Remark 4.4.14. Theorem 4.4.13 also shows that if there exists a torsion–free non–free
R0–module of cardinality ℵ1 which is a Whitehead module, then there is a ladder system
which satisfies 2–uniformization.
There is an immediate connection between the existence of Whitehead groups and the
existence of R–Whitehead groups.
Theorem 4.4.15. In every model of set theory the following holds.
There exists a non–free Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1 if and only if there exists a
non–R0–free R–Whitehead group of cardinality ℵ1.
Nevertheless, the following question remains unanswered.
Question. Is there a model of set theory in which there exists an R–Whitehead group
that is not an R0–Whitehead group?
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